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A man must become wise a t his —
own expense.—Montaigne. „

A T R A IN IN G C O U R S E
| Salaries $41,801.97, unexpended
S T O B IE ’S W A R N IN G
PA R A M O U N T PUBLIX DEAL
T o Be Started In R ockland
TAKING ACCOUNT OF STOCK
! $2805.23.
N ovem ber 30 F or Those B ew are Sportsm en -“ Liberal
School Conveyance $1025, unex
pended
$7.55.
Interested In S couting
W ith the B ottle" H e Tells Mullin and Pinanski To Control the New England Theatres, Annual City Reports Showing Standing O f Funds and
School Office Expense and Insurance
W ardens
Including Rocltland’s
Other Interesting Matters
A Scou Headers’ Training Course
$2400.53, unexpended $270.67.
will be held in Rockland open to all I
Game wardens In the service of the
Scoutmasters, assistant Scoutmasters,
State of Maine are warned to be
troop committeemen, members of the ware of the sportsman who is “lib
board of directors and any others 18 eral with the bottle" in a recent com
years of age or over who would be in munication from George J. Stobie,
terested. The purpose is to determine commissioner of Inland Fisheries
■the best methods of putting Into prac and Game. Mr. Stobie’s letter to his
tice the Scout program.
wardens is a three-page 3000-word
I t is not a lecture course but will statem ent outlining his ideas of what
an "ideal” warden. It is,
employ the well kfcown "learning by constitutes
in many ways, a remarkable docu
doing" method. The class will be ment which, it is believed, will later
formed into a model troop with all be issued in printed pamphlet form.
Warning against "the type of men
the necessary officers and each meet
who think they cannot have a good
ing will represent a Troop meeting.
time in the woods without bringing
The first session will be held at the intoxicating liquor with them" Mr.
Armory on Main street opposite Park Stobie admonishes his wardens never
street, a t 7.30 Wednesday evening. to accept an invitation to drink.
“The true warden is loyal to his
Nov 30, and every other Wednesday State and its laws and this loyalty
thereafter for a total of six sessions. should govern his conduct with all
At the close of the course every man classes of men," the letter says. “He
will win respect for himself more
who has attended at least 80% of the often than he will create displeas
meetings will receive a certificate
ure by acting the part of an ideal
There Is to be no registration fee. citizen."
Although Mr. Stobie tells his
It is not necessary to register In ad
wardens to be patient and courteous
vance, nor Is It necessary to be a with “truculent and fault finding"
registered Scouter. Any man 18 years sportsmen he asserts that the warden
is a State officer and "should not
of age or over Is urged to attend.
truckle or permit himself to be de
meaned or walked on.”
The warden he states, should re
gard himself as a stockholder with an
interest in the fish and game business
beyond that of a hired1man and his
first duty is to enforce the laws with
out fear, or favor but also to use dis
SAY
cretion and judgment.
“The poacher is not only a wilful
breaker of the law but he is an enemy
of the people and it sometimes hap
pens that he is, through his own
lack of ability to see straight, an
enemy to himself." Mr. Stobie says.
He advises his wardens to attempt
WITH
to "convert" a poacher by reason
ing with him to convince him he
should sell his services as a guide “in
an honorable and lawful manner"
than to "skutk and sneak around in
an effort to beat the law.” Acciden
tal violators of the fish and game
laws should be kindly and courte
ously, admonished, the commissioner
advises.
.
,

T to w & z h
“ SILSBY’S”

FLOWER SH O P
371 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

The astronomers tell us th at the
island universes, those outside our
own galaxy, are speeding away from us
into space at several thousand miles
a minute. Well, good-by, universe. If
you hear of any good openings out
there for a world, at presttit unem
ployed. let us know. References fur
nished on request. -Detroit News.

THANKSGIVING

ALL KINDS O F

POULTRY W A N TED
*

Prem ium s Paid For Large Pullets

United Live Poultry Co.
WALDOBORO, ME.
Leave Calls Waldoboro 112 or 39
And our man will call to see you
135*143

DAY

T urkey or C hicken
D inner
85c
NEW BERT’S
306 MAIN ST.

AN
APPRECIATION

A ttention P oultrym en
Our unlimited outlet for native
poultry enables us to pay you high
est prices. Consult us before you
sell.

COHEN BROS.
Largest Shippers In Maine
Care of Charles M cKellar. TeL 2-3
WARREN, ME.
No lots too large; none too small.

ROCKLAND
141*lt

I w ish to thank m y friends
fo r their loyal and gener
ous support d u rin g the
T h rift Club contest.
Miss A m ber Elwell
Rockland, Nov. 23, 1932.

108-tt
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THEATRE
SU N D A Y , NOVEM BER 27
ELKS C H A R ITY FUND

a

SHOWING

TH E L A ST M ILE

‘MAN FROM MEXICO” with TOM TYLER
A Western Thriller
TWO SHOWS—Matinee 2.30; Evening 8.30
ADMISSION—CHILDREN, 10c; ADULTS, 35c

News of unusual interest to stock
holders, financial organizations and
motion picture patrons in general
comes with the announcement that
Martin J.' Mullin and Samuel
Pinanski have become partners of
the Paramount Eublix Corporation,

fe ll

Samuel Pinanski

add as such will have complete con
trol of the destinies of the New
England Division of the largest of
the motion picture companies.
The
announcement
definitely
means that while continuing to have
all the benefits of affiliation with the
parent company, the New England
concern will be divorced from New
York control; purchases, booking of
products, accounting and all other
normal functions of the company, so
far as New Englahd is concerned’, will
be conducted and directed from the
new offices of the company in Bos
ton. Mr. Moreau also states that the
New England Division offices will be
located in the Metropolitan Theatre
building in Boston.
Portland will continue to be the
district headquarters for the 26 Pub
lix Theatres in Maine, New Hamp
shire and Vermont.
The theatres in the district af
fected by this decentralized plan arc
located in Portland. Bangor. W ater
ville, Rockland, Bath, Biddeford,
Fort Fairfield, Houlton. Westbrook.
Dover, N. H., Rutland, Vt., and
Barre, Vt.
According to Manager Joseph
Dondis’ announcement, Messrs. Mul
lin and Pinanski. will have entire
and complete control of the New
England fortunes of Paramount Pub
lix, and under their direction, the
theatres in this division will be op
erated entirely by the local mana
gers, with all purchasing of supplies
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The city fathers took account of
stock at Mcncay night's meeting of
the City Government, and learned
much of interest concerning the
municipal transactions of the past
year.
The annual report of City Treas
urer C. H. Morey, who 'keeps an ac
counting of the municipal finances
shows that there is a net city debt of
$371,853.
A recapitulation of the condition of
the various funds shows these inter
esting figures:
Appropriations, $263,699; other
credits, $39,746; total receipts, $303.446: mayor’s orders. $286,760; unex
pended balances, $40,952; overdrawn
balances, $24,257.
The itemized standing oi tne funds
follows:
Board of Health $210.25, unexpend
ed $39.75.
City Lighting. $15,711.59. overdrawn
$111.59.
City Dump $1038.50, unexpended
$61.50.
Common Schools $40,881.74, unex
pended $4057.72.
Contingent Fund $8717.83, over
drawn $2287.17.
Cemetery $20, unexpended $30.
Community Park Fund $177.65, un
expended $122.35.
Collection of Taxes $466.30.
Election and Registration $2480.96,
overdrawn $130.96.

Fire Department $10,799.02, over
drawn $230.30.
Fire Alarm $106.39, unexpended
$19361.
Free Text Book Fund $2637.80, un
expended $7.94.
Highway Department $32,434.24
overdrawn $7875.99.
High School Fund $25,601.59, unex
pended $2577.91.
Insurance $211.75, overdrawn $4.40
Interest
$25,940.47,
overdrawn
$940 47.
Industrial Education $2723.53, un
expended $604.19.
Memorial Day $193.20, unexpended
$6.80.
Medical Inspection $300.
Mother's Aid $1720.50, unexpended
$479.50.
National Guard $1632.53, unexpend
ed $57.47.
Pauper Department
$33,620.33,
overdrawn $10,830.69.
Pqlice $4,383.30, overdrawn $6.80.
Physical Education $2449 45, unex
pended $406.10.
Public Landing $764.63, overdrawn
$164.63.
Public Library $5775.
Red Cross $700.
Removing Snow $3151.09, unexpend
ed $2567.73.
Repairs Public Buildings $3235.46.
j overdrawn $1194.12.
Repairs School Houses $1470.68.
I overdrawn $388.48.

I and $177 on Community Park.
Helen Corbett, chairman of ths
overseers of the poor, reported a to
tal expenditure of $33,620, of which
$24,644 was for supplies furnished the
city poor.
i C. H. Morey, treasurer of the Rock
land Public Library reported an un
expended balance of $226, after ex

Among forthcoming activities is
the charity bridge which the BPW
Club Is to give Monday evening at
The Thorndike grill, to raise money
for local charity purposes at Chris;mas time. There will be refresh
ments and many desirable prizes
Play will begin at 8. Reservations
may be arranged with Mrs. Donald
H. Perry, Mrs. Earl McIntosh or any
other member of the club.

making ready to entertain their cus
tomary Sunday quota.
At Stickney's Corner wc met a car
on the running boards of which were
two deer—the first of many such cars
we were destined to meet ere sun
down.
Our progress is temporarily held
up as a flock of sheep crossed the
highway.
“See them ‘baa’ our way,” said Bob
an atrocious pun which earned him a
deadly look.
/
Preparations for winter are visible
Farmers banking their houses with
brush, for one thing—a custom not
followed so generally nowadays.
Snow fences were being unrolled and
set up. It will be an open winter

and we pass hundreds of trees laden
with rich red fruit, which should be
of some good to somebody, but which
the fanner cannot afford to gather.
Leastwise they make attractive deco
rations by the wayside.
A dilapidated barn standing on a
very high knoll arouses our curiosity
and we would like to have asked the
whys and wherefores.
A sign reads “Baldpate.” But we
did not see the Seven Keys.
The White Mountains heave into
view with the Oxford hills in the
foreground.
New Sharon with a rather con
spicuous schoolhouse. Sandy River,
dark and turtulent, flowing beneath
an iron bridge.

O N THE RO A D TO M OSCOW
Martin J. Mullin

money paid into the box offices of
New England theatres remains In
New England, and is again spent in
this territory by the New England
Paramount Publix division. It means
better pictures and more certain
bookings for the reason that theatre
managers will now be dealing di
rectly with men whom they know
and who, in turn, know them, and all
problems will be settled at once and
for all right in New England.
"We believe the new set-up to be
ideal, and that it means even more
to New England than at present can
be estimated. Both Mr. Mullin and
Mr. Pinanski are known to New Eng
land, they are natives of this section,
their ability and foresight is unques
tioned, and we feel certain their
partnership with Paramount Publix
will be welcomed in every section of
New England.”

A Travel Story, Which Despite the Title, D oes Not Take
the Writer O ut of Maine
This is not a tale of adventure, and
you may read it from the first line
to the finis without finding a single
thrill. Quite to the contrary it is a
commonplace story of a Sunday mo
tor trip which took Robert A. Web
ster and a Courier-Gazette reporter
through the heart of six counties, and
covered approximately 240 miles.
Most of the territory thus explored
is doubtless familiar to many readers
of this newspaper, but there are

the Belgrade Lake region, and to the
Rangeleys with which we eventually
cams in striking distance—just a
word about the five lakes which add
much picturesqueness to the short ride
between Rockland and South Hope.
Chickawaukie filled to the brim
with recent rains and needing only
Knott Perry, erstwhile fisherman, to
give It a touch of real naturalness,
Macy's Pond, where the growing
alders are again hiding the silver

<

g

ROOSTERS’ ABSENCE EXPLAINED
Our South Waldoboro correspon
dent reports th a t some curiosity is
being expressed in her locality as to
what has become of all The CourierGazette’s roosters.
"Did they all get the roup and die
off?” they are asking her.
Well we had thought some of dig
ging out a few of the birds, just in
order to keep the ancient custom
alive, but found th at they had be
come so emaciated by depression

th at there was none fit to do justice
to the Republican victory in Maine
to say nothing of the tiidal wave
which swept Roosevelt and Gamer
into office.
Of course this will all be changed
during the next four years and by
1936 there should be a full crop of
well fattened egg-layers to adorn the
page bearing the election returns.
Meantime there’s no objection to
crowing. The privilege has been well
earned by 12 years’ abstinence.

REMEMBERING THE HOSPITAL

A SK ILLED A R T IS T

The Wyman Dam At Moscow, Me. Cut loaned through the courtesy of Divi sion Snpt. H. P. Blodgett and Publicity Director Alton Littlefield of the
Central Maine Power Co.

The local hospital can always make
H arvey C ushm an, a G ran d 
use of donations in the form of fruit
sheet; Rocky Pond, summer home of
son of Rockland, W inning probably thousands of others who
and vegetables. Here is opportunity
scores of Rockland bathers and Dick
have not penetrated all of it.
for the generous-hearted whose crops
Laurels In P ittsburgh
The destination, as the title of this Newbert's cottage, as its faithful
have made it possiblg to lend the
story
indicates, was the little village sentinel; Mirror Lake, again so full
Appearing In the November-De
hospital this agreeable form of assist
cember issue of The Pittsburgh Rec of Moscow, which ought to be more of water that the low-lying wooded
ance.
ord published by the University of famous than it is, as the home of section is overflown; and finally
Pittsburgh, is this interesting edi
Grassy Pond, soon to be the mecca
If the wolf visited some doors we torial concerning the work of the the Wyman Dam, but which appears
of
many ice fishermen.
could mention, his hide would soon son of a former Rockland man, the to have sunk its identity, along with
be hanging on the fence to dry.
late Harvey Barnes Cushman:
the official title of that structure in
The Sweet Shop, closed, is In
“The young artist whose litho- the name “Bingham Dam,” by which
gloomy contrast to that busy resort in
o-aphic-crayon drawings appear in
summer time, but Ed and Mattie
: this number of The Record helps us it is commonly known.
| to break a precedent. Heretofore
This will not be a descriptive story come to the door at Community
k
we have rather specialized in views with endless statistical data, but
Farm and wave a cordial greeting—
of the contemporary scene, but H ar
vey Cushman uses imagination, his carrying just enough reference to the the last acquaintances we saw until
torical research, and a very gifted great Kennebec barrier to whet the nearly back home nine hours later.
pencil to depict an earlier Pittsburgh, interest of those thousands who have
A short distance out of South Hope
as well as the one we know. The never yet shaken hands, meta
Record here acknowledges its indebt
and
we came across a New England
edness to Mr. Cushman, and ven phorically speaking, with Maine’s telephone crew wrestling with five
tures to predict th at if his artistic huge hydro-electrical development.
poles of the G ardiner and Augus‘a
' skill develops as rapidly in the next
It was to be a mystery trip so far
24 years as it has in the past he is as the writer was concerned, Bob hav toll section which the fierce gale of
destined to play no small part in his
the previous night had snapped at
The most personal of all gifts
ing complete charge of the arrange
field."
because only you can give it—
Mr. Cushman is a Pittsburgh art- ments and manifesting the sphinxlike j the base. Bob Packard and Frank
Y O U R PH O T O G R A PH I ist, member of the staff of the Pitt countenance which he can so readily McDonnell were in charge—than
I Studio. He studied art at Carnegie
whom the corporation has no better
Quality Portraits To Suit Any
■Institute of Technology, specializing , adopt on occasions.
Pocketbook
men.
The Butler clock said 9 a. m., when
. in commercial and fine arts.
Nobody astir a t Angler's Farm—
we took our departure. Before mak
Another sign of business revival is ing our way into the lake country— ! with its cartwheel fence—but it is a
RO C K LA lfo, ME.
that people have started worrying
139S-Th-tf
a term which may well be applied to safe wager that Ernest and Rose are
about their debts again.—Judge,

C ham pney’s Studio

“The Elks never forget those in need”

being done in New England territory.
This means, of course, that hun
dreds of thousands of dollars will be
spent in this territory, money which
under former arrangements was di
verted into other sections of the
country.
Another interesting feature of the
announcement is the assurance from
the men now in charge that there
will be no change in personnel, it
: having been determined th a t the
| New England Paramount Publix or' ganization is one of the strongest
j and best handled theatre operations
in the nation.
In making the announcement Mr.
Dondls says: “This makes of this a
real New England organization en
tirely apart and distinct from the
I New York offices of the company. It
means that supplies will be pur
chased In New England, that book
ings will be made here, and that

penditures amounting to $6328 had
been made.
City Clerk E. R. Keene does not
handle large sums, but there was lots
of work connected with his receipts,
amounting to $2164. The largest item
School Supervision $1471.25, unex was $1018 for hunting and fishing
licenses, including fees. Marriage in
pended $178.75.
School Supplies $5444.87, unexpend tentions reflected the depression
ed $47.24.
period, amounting to only $99.
City Marshal Almon P. Richardson
Sewers $3034.65, unexpended $205.35.
Sidewalks
$439 43,
unexpended reported 135 arrests, and receipts
$560.57.
amounting to $1203. There were 77
State Road Patrolling $147, unex arrests for drunkenness, and the de
partment attended to 11 insane cases.
pended $3.
Temporary Loans, unexpended bal
Tax Collector T. E. McInnis report
ed total collections to the amount of
ance $25,000.
Third Class Roads Repair Account, $280,303, including back taxes The
I commitment this year was $339,228,
$425.47, unexpended $259.82.
Traffic Lights $756.77, ovefdrawn | and abatements amounting to S7(>66
$91.77.
I were made. The balance cl uncol
Vital Statistics $140, unexpended lected taxes is $224,046.
City Solicitor E. W. Pike reported
I $110.
•
Water Supply $107.96, unexpended j the trial of one suit brought against
j the city by Mrs. Susie Thompson, who
$292.04.
Total Orders $286,750.73; unexpend claimed damages in the sum of $7000.
ed balances $40,952.79; total over for alleged maintenance of a
nuisance, and who was awarded $128.
drafts $24,257.37.
The solicito? reports that between
Commissioner of Public Works
Benjamin B. Bisbee reported an ex February and July he brought 547
penditure of $32,411 in the highway lien suits, which, together with con
department, $439 on sidewalks, $3034 ferences with taxpayers took practic
ally all of his time for that period
on sewers, $764 on public landing,
He
also attended to the settlement
$1038 on city dump, $1706 on third
class roads, $3151 lor removing snow of small estates in Probate Court.

mayhap, but it's well to be prepared
From that excellent 101 route wc
roll onto No. 1 at Cooper’s Mills and
soon begin to meet scores of pedes
trians most of whom are from the
Soldiers’ Home at Togus. It was
worthy of note that they invariably
walked on the proper side of the
highway, which is the left.
Red markers in the center of tbs
roadway indicate that the State High
way Department has something bet
ter in store for the present rough sec
tion between Togus and Augusta.
From Augusta we take route 100,
via North Augusta, and lofty moun
tain peaks begin to take form. We
come to the Belgrade Lake section
prefaced by a marshy territory larger
than our own Bog. A justly popular
playground for summer folks for
whom have been built several nice
hotels and countless camps. Nature
has been very kind to Belgrade.
We come now to another parting of
the ways, and shift to route 140—a
rolling country with curves a-plenty
The gutters are filled with apples
which none took the trouble to pick*,

We are within nine miles of Farm
ington where the writer would like
to have seen his old baseball friend
Dan Pratt, and Municipal Judg-’
Sumner P. Mills, but the mystery man
at th e wheel has decreed that we
must head toward Norridgewock in
stead.
Another bam engages our atten(Continued on Page Eight)

Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes Is a lose
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
A LITANY OF THANKSGIVING
For common Joys which all men share.
The sunrise sky, sweet breath of air.
For beauty, always everywhere.
Wc thank thee, Lord.
For love of friend that never falls.
For m other love that never quails.
For love th at grows as life-light pales.
We thank thee. Lord.
For children's laughter ringing clear.
For buoyant youth that knows no fear.
Rich joys of sense that all hold dear.
We thank thee. Lord.
Thankful for all, we thirst for thee;
Pour out thy gifts both full and fre^.
That tn them all our eyes may see
Thyself. O Lord.
-E d it h

A. Talbot,
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The revival services which began
Sunday. Nov. 20 a t the Church of the
, , . __fn 1Nazarene will continue through this
Be careful of nothing bu
and next each evening a t 7 33
everything by prayer and Thanksgiv (except Saturday), Sundays a t 10.30
ing let your requests be made known a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Rev Charles
______
unto God.—Phil. 4-6.
L. Cronkhite of Auburn is the evangeI list. He has held several pastorates
in this State in the Baptist denominaTHANKSGIVING DAY
I tion. When in Princeton he saw the
greatest revival in Washington CounThe President of the United States, ty in 1926 from the efforts of pastor
and the Governors of the units of it and people without an evangelist.
Last fall he held a series of meetings
which go to make up th a t august poli for Rev. H. A. Burnham at South
tical body, did what is annually Montvllle with good success Brother
looked for them to do, through the Burnham calls him a forceful Bible
process of public proclamation, by ) preacher When
yea"
calling upon the people of the nourtry : ^ ^ P P ^
j-g a n t
to lay aside for a day their active pur- ■
, Mr cronkhite is a man of prayer and
suits and join in universal observance depends largely upon prayer'for re-

C O A C H SW IN G S A X E

M ORAN IS O P P O S E D

High Basketball T o Nullification of Liquor
Law Prior T o R epeal—
Team Now Classed In Tw o
A
gainst Debt Cancellation
Squads

R o c k la n d
1

The Rockland High Basketball
j touad has been di' ided bv Coach
DurreB into two squads. A and B
Tbe division was necessary in order
I t0 handle the large group that ref^ te d for practice and at the same
ti™ make “ I»®“ble for e' er
'°
re<*‘w
maximum amount of at'e n tto . Positions on squads A and
B a rt nct Permanent but dependant
uP°n Pr0«res£ made by the individual.
dna% S f R e 
t r ^ I L Thom al Liberale Paladir.o.
E v erettF ro h o ck Merton Sumner,
Carl Philbrook. J°hn Karl. Prank
^ 5 ° y y'
'’’ra o m llK e n n e th

L?jBrarararafaiamarejaraiarajgfaTiiri C O SM IC RA Y S, W H A T ?

O UR
BOOK CORNER

A

S ubject W hich Puzzles
Scientists To Say N othing
of People

Scientists Play With Fireballs
To Discover Perfect Heating
M IL L IO N S

of

flam ing

balls

of

When the results of observations
The widespread nullification of the
fire, no larger th an a pin point,
taken during the August eclipse of
prohibitory law th a t has swept the
have been studied to develop bet
the
sun
are
tabulated
and
studied,
country was condemned Tuesday
te r understanding o f the principles
“One reads from the sheer enjoy man may have another bit of infor
night in an address by Edward C.
o f combustion and heating by the
ment
of
it;
one
reads
to
learn;
and
mation
to
add
to
the
meager
amount
scientists of the P e tro -4 -N o k o l re
MoranNJr., of Rockland. Representa
search lab orato ry a t S tam ford,
tive-elect to Congress from the Sec there is a yet more excellent way. already collected In regard to the
ond Maine District, speaking at a •Man lernt nichts," said Goethe of most mysterious and least-known | Conn. Com putations on these m in 
ute shooting stars in volving the ab
Democratic victory meeting in Ban
cays that
encountered,
Winkelmann, _____
wenn__man ihn liest, cosmic
rayshe has yet
alrpiane
which j* struse m athem atics o f calculqs
gor.
have developed In fo rm a tio n which
aber
man
wird
etwas’
‘you
don
t
photographed
the
moon's
shadow
at
I
Declaring that the Democratic parhas enabled engineers to design
ty platform presented a clear and learn anything when you read him, a height of 27,000 feet, during the Naheatin g equipm ent havin g double
straight-forward promise with re- t,ut you become something.’ That tional Geographic Society-Army Air
th e efficiency o f th a t p revailin g a lo keep on glowing ln its journey
spect to modification and repeal and . strikes to the very root of things, for Corps eclipse expedition, took to that
decade ago.
j clear across the com bustion chamthat he believed in fulfilling promises. ;; puts into one pregnant phrase the altitude a specially built electroscope
Th e efficient u tiliz a tio n of fuel oil ber. W hen this happens it sets up
he said; “The interim between elec- supreme creative influence in the which made automatic records of the
Is the single problem studied by the a th e rm a l reaction a n d g.ves off
tion day and the final disposition 0! world—the contagious touch of great intensity of the cosmic rays before, 1 scientists
a t the P o tro -A -N o ko l re- " b a t scientists call ra d ia n t energy
this matter occasions real concern, personalities. And If a good book during and after the passage of the
search laboratory, and although (Id en tical w ith th a t found in sun•' M M W
Day. B ehold « ., . g g . « ■ » . c o , d i . , l , ^ h « w ,o
s h e p . The widespread unpopularity of the is, in truth, as Milton in a noble pas- moon's shadow. If it should be found
th a t task m ig h t seem prosaic to the shine? The mora ^ d i a n t heat th at
then, upon this momentous anmme. e ^ r ices. Tney will con herd Newman Burton Bickmore.
law. plus the fact that its days surely sage once declared, ‘the previous life- that there was a noticeable falling
laym an, the w o rk th ere is interest- can be extracted fro m a fuel, no
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neighborhood in which he was born. don't like the look of a revolution tredge and Dora Boman; Flavilla Through the Looking Glass, by Lewis |
Defeated C andidate For G ov He was brought up on the farm and they shoot it again.—Punch.
Arey was an Italian flower girl. Eng Carroll; The Adventures of Tom |
the Union schools. April
land—a tea party was enacted by Sawyer by Mark Twain; The Adven
ernor Has No Desire To attended
29, 1891, he was married to Nellie j A prompt solution of our industrial Nina Ames, Ruth Ross, and Ida tures of Sherlock Holmes by A. Conan
Morton, and they continued life on overproduction could be effected by Libby, and the chorus sang 'Drink to Doyle; Under the Greenwood Tree
W in On T echnicality
the farm. Of late years the son, Wil- , importing some of those Russian me only with thine eyes."
bv Thomas Hardy and The Golden
Burleigh Martin, defeated Repub- liam C. Gleason, was associated in workers to run the factories.—WashScotland — pantomime. “Coming Treasury of Song and Verse as col- j
lican candidate for Governor in the I business with his father. Besides | jpgton Post.
Thro' the Rye," Elizabeth Ross and lected by Palgrave.
September election, commenting on his wife, Mr. Gleason leaves a daugh- --------------------------------------------------- Rita Greenlaw in Highland costume.
the storv printed in a morning pa oer. ter Mrs. Lawrence Reynolds of DeThe chorus sang "Bluebells of Scot
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
Tuesday to the effect that he was not , troit. Mich., his son and four grand- ||
land." Ireland—Lucille Carver ap 
going to ask a recount of the vote by children. Mr. Gleason was an ex- KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! peared in Irish costume and the
H?
If
you are a subscriber to
the Legislature said:
i Pert and successful farmer, making
sang “Wild Irish Rose."
The Courier-Gazette and are
“I have never stated that I would ' orcharding his main interest. He Keys made to order. Keys mane chorus
Clubs m ust be paid in full on or before N ovem ber 26th jn
to fit locks when original keys are Hawaiian scene—chorus sang "Aloha
leaving home for any time, long
ask a recount. All that I have done ; was a loyal friend, and a kind and
House, Office or Car. Code Oe.” dance by Cora Peterson and
or short, let us mail the paper to
was to ask for an inspection of the ! helpful neighbor. For many years lost.
order to receive Interest
books provide keys for all locks ukelele accompaniment by Louise
you during your absence. The
ballots because my friends thought i both he and his wife were active
without bother.
Scissors and
Libby, both in native costume. Home
regular copy of the paper will
I should."
Grangers and he was also a member
Knives Sharpened.
again was represented by tableaux,
go to tne home as usual. Just
Mr. Martin then said that he was ' of Union Lodge, F. & A. M. He will
with Lena Davidson as Goddess of
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
telephone the address to the
not prepared to make a definite | be greatly missed and sincerely
liberty and Ida Libby as Columbia
office, or mall a card. The paper
statement at this time as to what his 1mourned by many.
The chorus sang “Columbia the Gem
will follow wherever you go, and
course in the future might be
-----------------of the Ocean,” and America. Ola
will stop on notice when you ar
"But." said he. "I have never believed
It seems pretty well agreed the peak j 408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Carver Ames was a t the piano. I t
rive home. There will be no
in winning on technicalities. If there of the depression is passed, and that j
Telephone 791
was a delightful entertainment and
charge.
were pronounced frauds shown that we are now climbing up into a better
M -tf
much credit is due the committee.
rfiight be different."
i 'ole.—Detroit News.
I
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TALK OF TH E TOW N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 25—Rubinstein Club guest day,
reciprocity program with Les Camarades
Muslcaux of Bath.
Nov. 28—Shakespeare Society meets
with Miss Caroline Erskine. Beech street.
Dec. 1—Methodist Church annual fair.
Dec. 2 (evening)—Methebesec Club
meets with Mrs. Nina Beverage.
Dec. 6—Second dramatic criticism In
Methebesec Club series, a t Unlversallst
vestry.
Dec. 7 — Rockport — Baptist Sewing
Circle annual Christmas sale and sup
per.
Dec. 11—Annual donation show at
Strand Theatre, auspices American
Legion.
Dec. 18—Red Cross benefit concert at
Strand Theatre.

There will be a public supper at
T H E B U SY K IC K A P O O I TH E F O R E IG N DEBT
A H O LID A Y G A IN
the Legion hall Saturday from 5 to 7.
Mrs. Susie Lamb and Mrs. Anne
W in ter
Personnel Show s Pros and Cor.; o f G reat Prob Thanksgiving C ro w d Will
Snow will be in charge.
According to Fred K. Owen’s po
litical gossip there will be no contest
in this Councilor district, Forrest H.
Bond of Lincoln County being slated
for re-election.

M any C hanges— Som e of
the C om ings and G oings

lem D iscussed Before the
Lions, By M o ran

See Many S tars In Action
Thursday F o ren o o n

Page Three

O N T O N 9s
s IM
D E P A R T M E N T STO RE

THIS STORE CLOSED
THANKSGIVING DAY

____
410*12 M A IN ST. RO CKLAND
Responding to a special request
The football game Thanksgiving
Congressman-elect Moran yesterday forenoon at Community Park will be
Milk thieves are plying their
addressed the Rockland Lions Club between Bill Macomber’s fast Augusta
trade, one of the latest victims being
on the Foreign Debt question.
DOLLS!
BA TH ROBES!
Steam Rollers and the Rockland A C I
Mrs. Addie Lawry of Purchase
Referring
briefly
to
the
previous
Both
teams
are
composed
of
High
[
street. This particular thief was an
Another unusual value, these are made from
day’s conference between President School Prep and college boys.
By buying a number of dozens we have secured
early bird, as the bottles vanished
genuine Esmond Blankets of excellent quality,
Hoover and President-elect Rcosevelt
prior to 5 a. m.
nicely made and trimmed; a $3.98 value for—
Augusta has beaten three of the
a wonderful value in a IIORSMAN unbreakable
he complimented both statesmen on
best
teams
in
the
S
tate
up
to
date,
$2.50
Jam es Dondis experienced a severe
the attitude they had taken, but ex
doll. This doll is 16 inches tall, eyes open and
ill tu rn in (Bucksport Tuesday night
Other Bath Robes in plain colors and figured, at—
pressed the belief th a t it would be while Rockland took three games
close, says “Mama,” has rubber pants and is dressed
while engaged in his duties as travel
WEATHER
President Hoover’s views which would from the State Prison team and was
$3.98 to $5.98
be expressed' to Congress.
In the face of the weather reporter ing salesman. He was brought home
the only Maine team to score on the
beautifully, a $2.50 value for—
Speaking of th e foreign debt Mr.
going to press in advance of the holi by his son Philip, and under medical
U N D E R ARM BA G S!
Moran laid stress not only on the large fast Fifth Infantry of Portland.
day it is difficult to give any exact in treatm ent is rallying well.
The lineup for Rockland will be:
sums borrowed from this country dur
formation with respect to the morn
For
Christmas
Gifts, exceptional values at—
Earle Conant, son of Alderman and
ing the war, but afte r the Armistice
Veto Mannone and Conners le, I
ing conditions of Thanksgiving Day,
$ 1 .0 0 Special
had been signed. These loans were
59c,
$1.00,
$1.59,
$1.98, $2.98 and up
but with things meteorologically so Mrs. Ralph P. Conant, is under an
officially shown to have been made Tommy Fales It, Massaline lg, Glover
promising in the midst of the pre other year’s contract as manager of
c, Frye and Monoghan rt, Zeke Has
properly and legally.
ceding afternoon one will be greatly the Champlain Valley Milk Produc
NEW LINENS!
AU other Horsman Dolls at low prices. Come and
In 1924 a non-partisan debt fund kell rg, Mazzeo re, K night qb, Black
surprised if the day is not everything ers’ Association. The contract car
ries
with
it
considerable
more
“dosh."
ing
commission
Was
appointed
for
lhb. Valenta rhb, Hamlin fb.
Pattern Table Cloths, Napkins to match, Lace
that such a National holiday ought
see our dolls, the biggest and best assortment we
the purpose of deciding what the n a
Cloths, Scarfs, Buffet Sets, Chair Sets, Bridge Cov
to be. Wednesday has figured as a
Others who will play are Jeff
Mrs.
Thelma
Snow
has
been
sub
tions
should
pay.
They
found
th
at
ever have had.
ers, Fancy Towels, etc.
perfect November day, a crisp wind
the foreign nations owed this coun Mealey, Archie Piaisted, Daley, Hop- |
out of the eastern quarter, the sun stituting at the Tyler School for Miss
Anna
Webster
who
has
been
ill.
This
try
$12,000,036,000,
roughly,
and
re
kins.
Accardi
and
Freeman.
shining brightly and temperature ls Miss Webster's first absence from
^arejBrEJzrajzjHJZjzjzjErazfaraai2F. J. S IM O N T O N CO .i
duced this about 51 per cent.
steady at 32. A year ago today saw
The game will sta rt a t 10 o’clock
her
teaching
duties
since
her
com
Ever
since
th
a
t
act
the
suggestion
a mild atmosphere, 8 o'clock mercury ing to the Rockland schools seven
of complete cancellation or reduction with Wotton as referee, LaCrosse as !
Kelsey, Mrs. L. E. Jones, and Mrs. Katherne Burke and Nancy Snow,
54, with a cold wave from the Rockies years ago.
M E M B E R SH IP D R IV E
has been made. T he advocates of umpire and Fifield as head linesman.
and Harrison Sanborn.
Marguerite Johnson.
promising to whet Thanksgiving ap
cancellation
take
th
e
ground
that
the
Ward 2: Mrs. W. H. Anderson, cap
petites. It did turn out cold for that
Ward 6: Mrs. Israel Snow and Mrs.
W ith the thermometer registering
money should be our own contribution
N etted the P arent-T eacher tain; M rs. Streeter Wehster, Mrs. Milton Griffin.
SENATOR HALE’S CHANCE
day, but clear and beautiful A good only 17 above at Limerock street cor
to the war; also th a t the debts con
Thompson, Mrs. Fred Knight
example to follow this year.
Ward 7: Mrs. F. H. Wood, captain;
ner Wednesday morning, and the
A ssociation 735, a G ain John
stitute a millstone which dislocate Maine Man May Become Chairman
and Mrs. Thomas Foley.
Mrs. Donald Farrand, Mrs. Nestor
surface of Lermond’s Cove nicely
economic procedure, and which, if
Of Appropriations For the Short
Ward 3: Mrs. Herman Hart, cap Brown and Mrs. Harold Ulmer.
O v e r Last Year
removed, would be th e means of re
Elks are finding little difficulty in coated with ice, we had a stern re
Term
tain; Mrs. Harold Karl, Mrs. George
The small dues <25 cents a year) is
storing the original trade situation.
disposing of tickets for the enter minder that the Weather Man is
The final result of the membership B. Davis, Mrs. Crosby F. French, Mrs. established to make it possible for a
Many economists in this country, in
tainment to be given in Strand The about through with his leniency.
The death of Senator Jones of campaign conducted by th e Parent- C. Alton Palmer, Mrs. Aimon B large percentage of parents and other
cluding college professors, advocate Washington, chairman of appropria
atre Sunday afternoon and evening
Teacher Association, with Mrs. E. L. Ccoper, Misses Avis Lovejoy, Rose citizens to join the organization, and
“Pete” Moran, the well known golf
cancellation for these reasons.
for the benefit of their charity fund.
be a part of the noteworthy work be
The answer to this reasoning, said tions, leaves Senator Smoot of Utah Toner as general chairman, is an Whitmore and Ruth Gregory.
Everybody is disposed to help a good pro. and his brother William Moran,
Ward 4—Mrs. Maynard Marston ing done for needy school children
were entertained Tuesday night by
the new Congressman, that this coun in line for the job, b ut Smoot is nounced as 735 members, an increase
cause.
and for general improvements in the
Alden Ulmer, Jr., a t the home of his
try has already cancelled 51 per cent chairman of the finance committee over last year of 35. The expression and Miss Ruth Marston.
Ward 5: Mrs. H. M. deRochemont, school and community The mem
j of the debt—all th a t was borrowed and is not expected to give that up of appreciation voiced by Mrs. Toner
If any lodal Grangers attend the parents on Willow street. Pete has
for the splendid co-operation shown captain; Mrs. Emma Sweeney, Mrs. bership list is always open—-simply
during the war—and is asking the
next nat.onal session they have a returned to his home in Massachu
for the appropriations place, espe by her team workers is echoed by the Frank Prescott, Mrs. Raymond Mou- call Mrs. Toner and notify her of your
setts,
but
William
will
remain
here
other
nations
th
a
t
they
pay
back
only
nice little journey ahead of them,
what was borrowed for reconstruc cially since Smoot h as been defeated workers themselves who told of the laison, Mi’s. Annie Condon, Misses desire to join
Idaho having been selected; as the another month.
tion work after the war.
for re-election and h as only three fine spirit shown wherever they
place for holding the 66th annual
The Knox County Men’s Chorus
The speaker showed that the debts months more to serve. Smoot can called. TJie teams were:
convention.
Ward 1: Mrs. Addie Rogers, cap
has been at work for several weeks
constitute only a small percentage of not hold the chairmanships of both
tain; Mrs. Neil Packard, Mrs. Donald
upon a concert program which it is
each country's annual budget—4 per committees. *
Arthur Mulvaney, who was at purposing to present the public,
cent, in the case of G reat Britain, be
Senator Hale is next after Smoot,
tached to the Rockland Naval
the medium of two concerts,
ing the largest. Such a small pro on appropriations. Hale is chairman
Training Station during the World through
BORN
the
proceeds
to
go
to
the
Knox
County
portion
should
not
furnish
economic
War, and who is widely known in G eneral Hospital. The first concert
of naval affairs and would have to KENNEDY—At Orff’s Corner. Nov. 20, to
dislocation.
give that up, if he took the chair Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kennedy, a daugh
Maine athletics, is now teaching in will be given the first Sunday in De
In sharp contrast the speaker manship of appropriations
ter.
the Keene (N. H.) High School.
cember.
showed that the foreign nations are
He does not think it proper to dis
spending six times as much for for
MARRIED ‘
Claremont Commandery, K.T., was
eign armament as they owe this cuss his own plans till Smoot has ex MCDONALD - BARBOUR — At Isle au
Justice Powers who is to preside
ANY, many boys are quite un
A second “bad lot” of reading for
inspected Monday night by Grand over the next term of Knox County
country. Even by a slight reduction pressed himself and until it is cer
Haut. Nov. 15. by Rev. Russell Richard
able in our modern cities to find hoys ure the sensational detective
Generalissimo Charles W. Vigue of Superior Court, was asked in AndToson. Forrest McDonald and Virginia
of their budget they could make good tain that the Republicans will con
trol the coming session of the Senate.
Barbour of Stonington.
P U B L IC LIB R A R Y
Waterville, who was assisted by Emi scoggin Court the other day to allow
stories o f highly scientific crime.
sufficient thrill to satisfy, so they
with Uncle Sam.
nent Sir Norman E. Haskell of Water certain respondents time in which
resort to finding heroes, adventure
They motivate to undesirable ac
And where did Uncle Sam get that Progressives may vote with the
DIED
ville as grand warder. The Order of to pay their fines for drunken driv T ru stees R eport a Y ear of money? He had to borrow it from Democrats to give Democrats imme
and thrilling action in reading
tion, plus the fact that' they estab
South Waldoboro. Nov. 18.
the Temple was conferred upon Al ing. He declined, saying: “I don't
which to a certain extent is satis lish a thrill appetite which ls for
the American people, thereby adding diate control. Hale would only serve DAVIS—At
Jennie
M
.
wife
of
Alfred
S.
Davis,
aged
fred E. Church, and the chicken pie care much for drunken drivers,”
C o n sta n tly G row ing S e rv  $11,000,000,000 to th e country’s taxes. as chairman for the three months’ 63 years.
fying because boys are not able to ever abnormal, in that they create
supper was inspected by everybody, which does not sound too good for
The speaker argued that the coun short session, even if he took the job,
differentiate sharply between the a taste for the lurid, the sensational
ice
T
o
the
Public
with most favorable comment.
because
the
Democrats
will
take
con
any who may have appealed cases
try's financial condition is precarious
real and the unreal. This love of and the glamorous, which life at' its
trol
of
the
Senate
and
of
all
commit
H A D A SSA H
coming before him.
and that it appears to be headed for
reading is a great and good thing, best can never, never satisfy.
The
annual
report
of
the
Public
tees
after
March
4.
B
ut
if
Hale
has
Golden Rod Chapter, O.EB.. will
a deficit of a billion or a billion and
provided it is given some direction.
hold its annual inspection Friday
When a boy develops for him
A clever demonstration of wood Library, made to the City Govern a half dollars. The amounts received the opportunity to be chairman of
When left to their own devices,
night, with Mrs. Sara A. Shaw of craft is observed in the window of ment, discloses a condition of activity from foreign countries does not pay appropriations and does not take it.
self u thrill-demand ol that qual
—AT—
boys,
commonly,
utterly
intoxicate
then
he
loses
his
rank
on
that
com
Bath, worthy grand matron of Maine the Masonic Temple building in the in the work of that municipal insti the interest on the bonds thus issued,
ity, he is compelled to seek its
their emotions and tiieir imagina
as inspecting officer. I t is expected form of a farm scene with an ever tution which cannot fail to be regard and eventually Uncle Sam must pay mittee to the next m an after him who
satisfaction in places and in com
tions with “nickel novels,” (those
does take it. A complication is that
that several of the S tate officers will green tree ln the center, firmly im ed with satisfaction by the citizens the principal.
pany which almost inevitably
make o f him a social problem.
be present. Six o’clock supper will planted in moss, having other ever an increasing number of whom each
atrocious, cheap series of utterly
Mr. Moran summed up his remarks Hale would be chairm an of the ap
be in charge of Mrs. Maitie Spauld greens to keep it company and red year are numbered among the with a firm expression of opinion that propriation and economy committees,
One of the very best investments
Impossible stories) sold to hoy read
which parents ever make in their
ing.
•
berries to add a dash of color. Toy library's borrowing members. The there is no reason why the debts which is so paradoxical th at he would
ers by the millions each year by
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
hoys is to buy good hooks gen
probably get off the economy com
should not be paid.
anim als browse contentedly in this report reads:
(department stores and presented as
erously; keep them forever easily
Friends of Bowdoin College will be peaceful setting. John Kellenberger,
*• **
BA TTLE OF M USIC
The tentative date for the Lions mittee if he gave up naval affairs and
gifts very often by fond “aunties”
accessible for every odd minute.
interested to learn th a t gifts and at present residing in West Rock
To the honorable Mayor and City charity bail was announced as Dec. took appropriations.
REFRESHMENTS
and even Sunday school teachers.
They are “th rill appeasers.”
legacies totaling $153,629 have in port, Is the author of these attrac Council, Gentlemen:
14.
Each
one
creates
an
appetite
for
THANKSGIVING—1932
creased the total endowment to tive combinations, guaranteed to last
An appfeciative letter was received
In that same connection, every
It is with pleasure th a t the
ithe next and as a boy reader finishes hoy old enough to read ought to
$6,412,803, according to the annual all winter.
from Grade 5, Tyler School, express
Trustees
of
the
Rockland
Public
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette)
report of the finance committee and
one, he pusses It on to his pals un have Ills very own magazine. Moth
Library are enabled to report a ing thanks for th e book covers fu r From long ago we hear th e voice.
treasurer. The larger gifts include
til the poor thing falls apart. er has hers, several of them. Fa
The boys in Mrs. R. C. Wentworth’s marked increase of interest on the nished by the club, and coupled with T hat hade the sons of m en rejoice;
approximately $12,000 from the es Sunday school class (Universalist
and ever than k fu l be.
| “What's their harm,” many ask, ther has his, several of them—they
it was a graceful invitation for the Rejoice,
part
of
our
citizens
in
this
worthy
in
As comes once more earth 's Jubilee.
tate of Henry B. Cleaves for the Church) through her thoughtfulness
'“they are stories are they not?" ' are a part of his routine life—the
Lions to visit this school.
Nathan Cleaves fund; approximately were given a jolly time Tuesday when stitution. As an evidence of this, the
| Their harm lies in the fact that hoy needs and ought to have his.
The entertainm ent committee for As comes once more these autum n days.
circulation
of
books
has
increased
$80,000 from the estate of George F. two carloads of them were transport
Let
us
awake
to
Joyful
praise;
the big joint meeting which is to be
(they are in no wise true to life in American boys have available the
Manson and approximately $47,500 ed to Whitehead Station where they this year to the extent of 7.26 book,; held at Hotel Rockland next Wed For answers to our toil and prayer,
'fact or character. They are erao- very best' boy magazines In the
from the estate of Edwin B. explored the light in every nook and per capita, while the attendance, nesday night comprises E. Stewart Abundant harvests everywhere.
50,935, is th e largest on record. The
itional rubbish which must all be world and should have their full ad
Though
undeserved,
a
Father’s
love
Smith ’56.
cranny. Returning to Mrs. Went reading room had an adult evening Orbeton, Harold Leach and Edward
['unlearned
again. They consume the vantage. They keep tie reading
Hath
sent
these
blessings
from
above;
worth’s home the boys found a fish
Gonia. Governor-elect Brann will be Then let us not ungrateful be.
Itime that should be given to really time alive longer; they provide a
A notable event in Camden next chowder supper awaiting them, with attendance of 4567.
the speaker.
For all the bounties th a t we see.
The
city’s
appropriation
this
year
worth while red-blooded adventure, well balanced diet of reading, ad
Wednesday night will be the venison sandwiches, cake and hot chocolate
Yesterday’s guests were Capt, Sher
Day! Our tables spread.
travel and invention, of which there venture, science, biography, hob
supper served in Masonic hall by the thrown in for good measure. Here the was $5775. Economies have been man E. Willard, U.S.A., Harold B. Thanksgiving
Let
us
remember
what
was
said
Business Men's Association and | boys formed themselves into The T ar effected in the cost of insurance, the Burgess and Je th ro Pullen
is a rich plenty, but it costs more bies, jokes. Such a paper fills ln
Bv Him who taught beside the sea—
Who shares with others, serves to me.
Camden Commandery for the bene zan Club, with these officers: Presi premiums of which have been equally
money. Cheap books are mostly many an otherwise wasted hour
fit of the Camden Relief Association. dent, Raymond Jordan; vice presi- distributed over a period of years. In
“cheap” reading and do irreparable for a boy.
The voice that speaks from lone ago
Bear steak will also figure on the j dent, Robert Miles; secretary-treas the further interest of economy there
Is voice of One who sees the woe
damage.
(© . 1932. W e s te r n N e w sp a p e r U n io n .)
Of all mankind ln Its distress.
TUBES T E ST E D FREE!
menu if the Camden nimrods are urer, Oscar Marsh. Those present has been a ten per cent reduction in
And calls to us to heal and bless.
meantime successful in their pursuit were Raymond and A rthur Jordan, salaries and the staff of assistants has
Henry
F.
Huse.
of bruin. Following the supper, which ’ Robert Miles, Kenneth Morgan, Oscar been curtailed from three to two. Replace with Genuine R. C. A.
North Haven.
will be served not a second later than Marsh, Billy Cross, Myles Sawyer, Ed The care of the lawn and grounds
Radiotrons. They are the heart cf
has
now
become
a
part
of
the
duty
of
your radio.
MORE SPECIALISTS
6.30 o’clock there will be an address ward Peaslee, Jr., Albert Levensaler
by Governor-elect Louis J. Brann. and Buddy Rawley. Two members, the janitor without extra cost.
Electric Refrigerators, Ranges,
Miss
Margaret
Snow,
whose
resig
New
Hospital
Patient—Say, doctor,
All of which constitutes some enter Herbert Stover and W alter Dimick,
Water Heaters and Vacuum Clean
tainment for half a dollar.
ers Repaired.
Our prices are 1I asked that nurse to put a hot water
were unable to attend. Mrs. Went nation as librarian has been regret
bottle at my feet and she stuck up her
worth is planning many good times fully accepted, is retiring December Reasonable.
110th next. Her position is to be filled
nose and walked away.
CLARKE-KALER, Inc.
for her class.
( by Miss C. Winifred Coughlin, a
Doctor—What else could you expect?
Tel. 903-W
Rockland
Rockland girl, who comes to us with
T hat was the head nurse.
Certified Refrigeration
Patient—G, do they specialize that
T H IS TIM E L A ST Y E A R high qualifications from Brooklyn,
General Wiring Technicians
I N. Y., where she has specialized in
much? Then get me the foot nurse.
Next to Central Maine Power Co.
EVERY S A T . NIGHT
library work.
—Capper's Weekly.
At this time last year, according to
AT
In addition to the gifts of many
The Courier-Gazette files, we note— books, which the trustees gratefully
C o m m u n ity H all
T h at Rev. H. H. Marr preached the acknowledge, has come the follow
sermon a t the union Thanksgiving ing donations in cash. Shakespeare
Spruce Head
service in the First Baptist Church. Society, $10; Methebesec Club, $10; a
Music by
T h a t a check for $440.25 was hand friend, $5.
THE FOUR ACES
ed to Chairman J. F. Carver of the
By a judicial expenditure of its
MEN 35c. LADIES 15c
Unemployment Relief Committee as revenue, the trustees have incurred
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard
the contribution of the local theatres no deficit, though regretting that
Square and Round Dances
toward alleviating local distress.
there has been little to spend for new
57-Th-tf
. T h at the executive board of the books.
1 r
- ♦r
• f
’ . •? < /• ’ r » f 4* *«.« • <
Lions Club was entertained a t TangleWe are more than ever convinced
' wood Camp, Maurice F. Lovejoy’s that in its Public Library Rockland
summer home, Crawford Lake.
AUTHORIZED
has one of its most valuable assets for
' T h at Opportunity Class had 150 the diffusion of culture and the en
to introduce the new
MAJESTIC RADIO
present at its 10th annual banquet.
lightenment
of
its
citizens.
SALES AND SERVICE
T h at the Rubinstein Club present
Respectfully submitted,
ed a program with “Tin Pan Alley"
House-Sherman, Inc.
Signed by the trustees—W. T. Cobb,
as th e basis.
W H A T THE DIFFERENT CLUBS WILL PA Y Y O U
W. O. Fuller, J. C. Perry, J. A. Flynn.
MAIN ST ROCKLAND TEL 721
T h at Rockland was in the throes of Mrs Aldana Spear, J. A. Jameson, E.
113eot-tf
biennial municipal caucuses.
L. Brown, H. P. Blodgett, R. S. Sher
man.
- '
50 Weekly Paym ents (For Christmas, 1933)
With w inter once more upon us the
"Kick” is looking for a busy season.
Since her last trip to Bangor quite a
few changes have taken place, and
present roster reads thus:
Boatswain R. W. Thresher, com
manding; Boatswain R. E. Parker,
executive officer; Boatswain (T) D. B.
Fish, gunnery and commissary officer;
Boatswain (T) E.,B. Drinkwater, r a 
dio and clothing officer; Machinist
(T) H. M. Davis, engineering officer;
L. P. McWhirk, C.M.M.; C. A. M ar
tin, B.M. lc; C. E. Bishop, G.M. lc; B.
J. Auld, Q.m. lc; H. F . Rogall, G M .
lc; F. D. Holbrook, M.M. lc; J. W.
Johnson, R.M. lc; R. E. Ramsey, R.M.
lc; D. H. dhoate, M.M. 2c; W. C.
Tyner, M.M. 2c; H. C. Winfrey, Yeo.
2c; R. L. Smith, R.M. 2c; C. C. Curtis,
S.C. 2c; H. F. Joyce, Q.M. 3c; L. H.
Knowlton, Sea. lc; H. R. Jamieson,
Sea. lc; L.G. Pendleton,Sea. lc; H. N.
Robinson, Sea. lc.; J. F. Snow, Sea.
lc; W. H. Swanson, Sea lc; G. E.
Rainsberger, Sea. lc; H. E. Dray, F.
lc; M. P. Folan, F. lc; S. H. Warren,
F. lc; J. Reid, F. lc; F. T. Banks,
F. 2c; W. L. London, F. 2c; A. C. G ar
land, F. 2c; J. J. Kelly, F.3c; J. M.
Kopac, A S.; W. J. A. Oberg, A. S.; F.
A. Bailey, AB.; T. Josue, Off Std. lc:
D. Palermo, M.Att. 2c.
M. P. Folan, F. lc and L. H. Knowl
ton, Sea. lc have returned from nine
days’ leave.
Boatswain R, E. Parker has re
turned from eight days’ leave. Boats
wain (T) E. B. Drinkwater has left on
14 days’ leave.(look out rabbits).
G. E. Rainsberger, Sea. lc is on 30
days’ leave, which he is spending at
his home in Indiana.
With the majority of her crew vot
ing the Democratic ticket there are
still to be found a few who stick to
the Republican ticket.
J. W. Johnson, R.M. lc has re
turned from 18 days’ leave. B. J.
Auld. Q.M. lc is spending a 10-day
leave with his family.
Upon the completion of her next
patrol the Kick will go to Portland
where she will have her bottom
scraped and painted.
F. D. Holbrook, M.M. lc has re
turned from ten-days’ leave.
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BENEFIT D A NCE

SPANISH V ILLA
M on d ay N ight, N ov 28

141-lt

S u p p ose Y o u

Place an Ad. Here
And Stop It

If It Doesn’t Pay

k / W
■
r ft

DANCE

THE CHRISTMAS
.Sa v i n g s Cl u b
N O W O PE N

T h e G r e a te st T h r ift P la n E v er D e v is e d
E a s y A n d C o n v e n ie n t W a y T o S a v e

P H IL C O H IG H
EFFICIENCY TUBES

A Y E R ’S
These few cold days made us put o n heavier underwear. I f one
is cold it affects h is disposition. I t m akes him ugly. K eep sweet
With our Warm Underwear.

H E A V Y COTTON UN IO N SUITS
75c, $ 1 .0 0 , $ 1 .5 0
W O O L U N IO N SUITS
$1.50, $ 2 .2 5 , $3.25
FLANNEL SH IR T S
all grades,> 1 .0 0 , $1-98, $2.50
M EN’S ZIPPER

JACKETS

These are the jackets th a t everybody is calling for

$ 3 .7 5
B O Y S’ SHEEPSKIN COATS
$ 2 .9 8
p

/n Selecting

Your Turkey
For Thanksgiving
Select with the same care,
your Coffee. There is only
one that equals in quality,
a fine Turkey and that is
ihS M O 1 S T U A F P R O O F
C ELLOPM AM E

WILKINS
COFFEE

By next Saturday our Christm as Goods will be on display,
Everything is for serviceable gifts and th e prices are very low.

* W

I L L iS A Y E R

FR ED W . W IGHT
NEW ENGLAND DISTRIBUTOR

Your O ld Worn Out Tube is
W orth Exactly O ne-H alf the
Price o f a New Tube at the
Regular Price.

Philco Tubes are smaller and consume less
current th a n any AC tubes ever before
offered, yet they nerrase the efficiency of
any radio. Try the new Philco Tubes In
your set and note the difference. Take
advantage of our special 50% Off Sale
Offer.

For S h o rt Time
O n ly

Y O U R OLD T U BES

Think of it, new Tubes at
Half Price providing you
bring your old tubes to us.
Replace your old worn out
tubes at a big saving.

Old. w orn-oat tu b e s c a u s e poor
recep tion . B ig in y o u r tubes
for F R E E T E S T IN G ! N o o b lig a 
tio n .

$ .25 CLUB A M O U N TS TO

$ 12.50

$ .50 CLUB AM O UN TS TO

$ 25.00

$ 1 .0 0 CLUB AM O UN TS TO

$ 50.00

$ 2 .0 0 CLUB AM O UN TS TO

$100.00

$ 5 .0 0 CLUB AM O UN TS TO

$250.00

Plus Interest

TESTED FREE
f

HOUSESHERMAN.

INC.

442 MAIN STREET
AT THE BROOK
AUTHORIZED PHILCO DEALERS
OPEN EVENINGS

Your first deposit makes you a member of the Club.

No dues, no red tape

R O C K LA N D SA V IN G S BA N K
Established 1868
1 4 1 -lt

Every-Other-Day

R ockland Courier-G azette, Thursday, N ovem ber 24, 1932

WITH AN EYE TO BUSINESS

BREAD
Italian-Rye
and French Bread
Fresh Every Day

EUROPEAN BAKERY
Phone—225-M
Delivery Service
Tillson Avenue
Rockland

all ELECTRICAL
One of the comfortable sedans operated by the White line, Inc., between Rockland. Augusta and Lewiston.

FRANCIS E. HAVENER
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
305 BROADWAY
ROCKLAND

TEL. 370

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING— REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Q uick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

tionately termed by its patrons, has
earned its splendid reputation by
years of consistent, satisfactory, de
pendable service. O ne thinks of the
W hite Line cars as running regu
larly and as positively as the sun
and this dependability has come to
be accepted as a pleasant matter ol
•
*
W h en one thinks of comfortable, keeps new, perfectly conditioned course.
T
he
word
busses
is a misnomer
adequate cross country transporta cars on its routes and overlooks no
tion one’s thoughts naturally turn to item leading to the safety and com when applied to the W hite Line
transportation for its machines are
the fine modern cars of the W hite fort of its passengers.
“T h e W hite Line" as it is affcc- palatial sedans of the best makes,
Line Inc. This company always
Cadillac, Pierce A rrow and M aster
Buicks and not busses at all. These
SHIP BY
splendid cars glide smoothly and
comfortably between cities guided
hy specially trained, licensed opera
JAMES MVLLOY, Prop.
tors whose every thought is for their
Insured and Bonded
passengers.
Every courtesy and

W hite Line, Inc., Gives “Fast
B ut Safe an d E ver C o u rt
eous T ra n sp o rta tio n

- Test

Just listen to that motor purr
like a kitten after we’ve com
pleted an overhauling job on
your car. I t’s sweet music . . .
and so are our reasonable
charges.

24 Hour Service T o
PORTLAND

DAILY SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
BETWEEN ROCKLAND and PORTLAND
Boat Connections
PHONE ROCKLAND 1134

L O B S T E R S ...
YES— W E A R E SELLING THEM

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

RODNEY E. FEYLER

SEE THE NEW FORD NOW ON DISPLAY

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

583 MAIN STREET

SERVICE
PHONES 333—334

N O R T H W A SH IN G T O N

ROCKLAND

O R F F ’S C O R N E R

Mrs. M W. Lenfest who visited rela
tives last week in various parts of
Massachusetts accompanied by her
son George, returned home Saturday.
A large Packard car passed through
this town last week containing five
hunters, and on the outside five large
deer and one bear, all shot at Masardis. by Massachusetts sportsmen.
Robert Cunningham is home from
Washington High School over the
holiday vacation.

Vellis Weaver is on a hunting trip
in the northern part of the State.
Mrs. Cora Boman has been the
' guest of her granddaughter Mrs. Al
ton Prock at Winslow Mills.
Mr. and Mrs W. A. Jackson re
turned Saturday from a visit in
Massachusetts.
! Mr. and Mrs Raymond Jackson
J and son Junior are in Dexter, called
by the death of Mrs. Jackson’s sister.
A daughter was bom to Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Kennedy Nov. 20.
S O U T H H O PE
A meeting of the Farm Bureau will
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgecomb of Apple- be held a t the Community House Fri
ton is visiting her sister Mrs. Chloe day, subject. “Apple Cookery.” Ev
eryone welcome.
•
Mills.
The Turkey shoot held in Jackson’s
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Farnham of , pasture Saturday was well attended
Massachusetts are visiting Mrs. Hazel in spite of the very disagreeable
H art and family.
weather.
Junior Hart is ill irom tonsilitis.
Mrs Margaret Carver is now able
D E E R ISLE
to be out again after several weeks
Capt. Edwin Greenlaw of Brook
of illness.
lyn. N. Y„ and Miss Lillian Greenlaw
Miss Dorothy Carver went Sunday of Lewiston were guests of their
to Rockland where she has employ mother. Mrs. Caroline Greenlaw over
ment,
the holiday.
Arthur J. Clark and Elden Morton
A number of the menfolks of Sun
left for Glenwood Sunday a t mid set have been in the big woods on
night. Watch out for bears, A. Jay hunting trips.
See.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Haskell. Mr.
Joseph Pushaw. Jeptha Curtis, and Mrs. Forsythe and Mrs. Mabel
Fred Merrifield and Maynard Bow- Powers left by automobile Sunday for
ley left Monday on a hunting trip in Boston.
the region above Bangor.
Miss Ruby Sylvester spent the
The severe storm Saturday evening weekend at Eagle.
hroke down six telephone poles on
Mrs. Maurice P. Greenlaw, who is
the New England line and made the a patient in the Blue Hill hospital,
road hardly passable.
is improving and now able to be
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meservey walking about.
spent the weekend in Portland guests
Mrs. Clara Eaton was guest of
of her sister Edna.
friends at Stonington last week.
King P. Fish who has been feeble
Repairs of an extensive nature
for about a year went to the Soldiers’ I have been started on the Benjamin
Home a t Togus. Nov. 15.
i F. Howard house at Sunset. This
Lester Merrill has been a t Bluehill property, which includes a considera
on a gunning trip.
ble acreage of land was recently sold
Mrs. Chloe Mills and Mrs. Elizabeth to Isabel E. Remliski of New York,
Edgecomb attended the sale Friday j who is converting it into a summer
nt Payson & Robbins store.
i home.
Mrs. Arvilla D. Lufkin has moved
The way to make an enemy out of I to the home of her son. Frank G
a friend is to talk to him as only a Lufkin where she will spend the
winter.
friend should.—Chicago Times.

H o lly w o o d S ta r s T e ll
T h e ir K it c h e n S ecr ets
______________Wynne Gibson, Paramount S t a r ----------------------T h is is one of a series of fa 
v o r ite recipes of movie stars who
fin d delig h t in cooking.

HAY APPLESAUCE CAKE
4 cups hot applesauce
1 cup Formay
2 cups sugar
1 cup nuts
(black walnuts are fine)

1 cup raisins,

moistened
by hot water

1 tsp. each of allspice,
cloves and cinnamon

6 tsps.

cocoa
4 level tsps. soda
2 cups flour

1 egg

The Republicans had sweet revenge
on the Democrats a t the Cascade
Alleys Monday night, winning every
string and the total by the substan
tial margin of 76 pins. The Demo
crats acted as if they needed a shot of
"pre-war stuff” for no four per cent
beer could have given them pep
enough to have won. the way they
hit ’em. Honors went to Les Dyer,
whose 107 was high for single, and his
282 topped all others for total. R’sty
Warren was the only Democrat to
flash a string over 100, and his 267
for total led his staggering teammates.
Each side used an alternate, the
Republicans with “Skip” Arey, why
proved to be a find; and the Demo
crats voted in the celebrated ’’Jobbing''
Gross, who wasn't a find, only found
ered. Frank Grimes laid in a nice
stock of free cigars as a result of the
win, while "Dope" Lyford who was
low man of the ten, hollered for a re
count.
With the wins one for each side the
third and deciding battle will be held
next Monday night, and the victors
are going to stage an old time torch
light parade, lyith speeches an' every
thing. The summary:
Republicans—L Arey 255. Stinson
247. E. Arey 270, Grimes 261, Dyer 282,
total 1315.
Democrats—-Clayter 241. R Warren
267, Lyford 233, Gross 244, Drt w 254,
total 1239.

G R O SS NECK
Mrs. Henry Sidelinger of Damari
scotta spent a few days last week with
her mother Mrs. Annie Creamer.
Mrs. William Grass visited Mrs
Aaron Nash Friday in West Waldo
boro.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Eugley of Kaler Comer were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Mrs. Belle Savage and Mrs. MiDton
of Augusta were callers at Mrs. Alfred
Waltz’ last Friday.
Mrs. Clarence Richards and two
children have been recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Hoffses at Back
Cove.
Fred Waltz of Damariscotta was in
this place last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
and daughter Eleanor were Friend
ship visitors Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
daughter Christine spent the weekend
with Mrs. Eugley’s parents in Bcothbay.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were
visitors in Rockland Saturday
Mrs. William Gross recently spent
the day with Mrs. Ida Miller of Wal
doboro.
j Mrs. C. L. Eugley was weekend
, guest of her daughter Mrs. Irvine
I Genthner at Broad Cove.
George Hanley of Damariscotta was
I a business visitor in towm Monday.
Mrs. John Johanison of West Wal
doboro spent Sunday with Mrs. Wil
liam Gross.
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis. Muscular
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of prke
50 cents
18-Th-tf

-

LOCAL AND INTERSTATE RATES Buses Leave Rockland for Augusta.
One Round
Waterville. Winthrop, Lewiston
•
Way Trips
and Boston
Rockland to Augusta. $2 00
7.50 A. M . 12 00 Noon
Rockland to Waterville. 2.75
Leave Augusta for Rockland
Rockland to Lewiston.
3.15
9.50 A. M- 7.15 P M.
Rockland to Boston,
5.25 9.45
Rockland to New York. 9.25 17.45
(Week Days Only)
Rockland to Providence. 6.25 11.25
Connections In Lewiston for Rum 
Tickets on Sale at
ford. Farmington, Norway and Ber
Thorndike Hotel, Hotel Rockland lin. N. H.

SIGNS

THAT

W ALDOBORO

RO CK PORT

The fifth birthday supptfr and
party of the Trytohelp Club was held
Monday evening at the Baptist ves
try with Mrs. Lena Tomiitski. Miss
Etta
Cain and Mrs. Eleanor Patter
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Collamore
in charge, ably assisted by Miss
have returned from Friendship, Long son
Helen Dunbar and Mrs. Hildred
Island, and are at their home here.
Rider. More than 50 members were
Mrs. John T. Gay was a Wiscasset seated at the tables which were atvisitor Monday.
I tractively decorated with the club
Cedric Kuhn has been guest of his colors, yellow and orange. Followbrether George, who is a student at ! ing the supper the program presentBrown University. Providence.
( ed included: Piano duet. “The Pretzel
Mr. and Mrs. William Hodgkins of 1Band." Arlene and Doris Tominski;
Worcester have been guests of Mr. saxophone solo, “Trees,” Steward
Rhodes; piano duet, “Moonlight on
and Mrs. R. L. Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Waltz will oc the River." Mrs. Nellie Magune, Mrs.
cupy Mrs. Jennie H. Linscott's house Chris’ ine Currier; musical dialogue,
Dorothy Keller. Robert Ingersoll;
during the winter.
reading. "The Wife’s Mistake," Mrs.
Friends of Mrs. Jennie Collamore Eliza Jones; piano duet, Mrs. Ma
Davis were saddened to hear of her gune and Mrs. Currier; Thanksgiv
death which recently occurred at her ing song, Arlene Keller. Games were
home in South Waldoboro.
then enjoyed under the direction of
Alfred Johnson is in Damariscotta Rev. G. F. Currier. It was one of
where he will pass the winter.
I the most successful gatherings the
Mrs. I P. Bailey has returned from club has ever held. On the evening
Winterport where sh# recently passed 1of Dec. 2 will be presented the play
a week. Mrs. G. H. Schofield and let “All Around Town,” at the vestry.
Miss Gladys Bailey have been on a This will be open to the public at only
a small admission fee.
trip to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Eliott Merrifield and
The meeting of the Baptist Ladies
Sewing Circle was held with Miss ! son Paul are expected to arrive to
day from Springvale to spend the
Helen Jones.
Mrs. Mary Elkins is visiting in I holiday with Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
1Paul.
Thomaston.
Russell Thurston arrives tonight
H. E. Dolham who has been occu
pying the Brummitt house on Friend from Milton. Mass., to spend the
holiday with his family who have
ship street has moved to Palermo.
Mrs. Stella Butman o4 Round Pond j been at the home of Mrs. Josephine
is at Mrs. Nellie Overlock’s where Wall, for several weeks. They will
all return Sunday.
she will pass the winter.
Doris and Delmont Ballard are
Miss Isabelle Waltz and Miss
Dorothea Waltz are at G. I Waltz’s home from University of Maine for
the holiday and weekend.
for the holiday and weekend.
Mrs. Maria Newbert is very ill at
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Glidden are
occupying an apartment in the Phil- her home on Beech street.
Lloyd Moody with parties from
brook building.

GLOBE

LAUNDRY

P o r t la n d , M a in e
Q u a lit y W o r k ,
F a m ily
C a lle d F o r a n d D eliver® '*
P a r c e l D e li v e r y Service

W alter Dorgan. Tei. 106R

<$ T hose rythm ic clicks of
our presses will be encored
later by the tinkle of the
cash register. For T he
C ourier-G azette printing
is th e kind that produces
sales. Experience proves it.
Call 770
for Estim ates

The Courier- Gazette

Hard W inter Due,
Says Weather Man
Old Man Winter, according
to latest reports is planning big
tilings this year.
All predictions, both official
and unofficial, point to a ripz------—s. snorting season,
with the snow
and ice flying
thick and fast.
Keepers a t
the various zoos
throughout the
country say the
bears and other
furry animate
are growing un
usually
thick
coats. Further
more. squirrels
have been de
tected storing
JAMES H SCARR Up vast sup
plies of nuts— an infallible sign.
But the evidence does not stop
there. James H. Scarr, in charge
of the United States Weather
Bureau in New York, relies more
<m his official weather data. Dig
ging into his records, he finds that
we have had five consecutive mild
winters, a record in itself. The
law of averages, he believes, will
assert Itself. He thinks it highly
improbable th at this will be any
thing short of a humdinger— the
kind of a' winter octogenerians
like to reminisce about.
At any rate, It looks like wr
and Mrs. John Doe had better
stock up the old coal bin, dust
off the snow shovel, and give the
family chariot a big enough shot
of anti-freeze to carry It through
the entire season.

SATISFY

At Painless Prices
Rockland

360 Main Street
(Over Newberry's)

SPECIALISTS
A s Experts in A utom obile
R epairing we offer a service
th a t carries w ith it a definite
g u arantee of satisfaction as
well as m oderate prices.
SALES

CHEVROLET

7 SERVICE

SEA VIEW GARAGE
689 M ain Street

R ockland

T el. 1250

AUTO SPRING SERIACE
ST A TIO N
•

C. W. LIVINGSTOIN
SPRINGS FOR ALL MAKE CARS IN STOCK
GENERAL BLACKSMITH WORK
LATEST EQUIPMENT
148 SO. MAIN ST.
----- TEL. 666—W----ROCKLAND

'

FRIENDLY SERVICE
Come Here For

G A S, OIL and GREASING
Tires, Tubes, Accessories
We Have Plenty of Parking Space

•

MAINE

Low Rates To
Warren—Waldoboro—Winslow Mills—Jefferson—Coopers Mills
Windsor Corner —Togus—Augusta

Miss Evelyn Lcvensaler was at horn:
V inalhaven Goes Strongly from
Wiscasset for the weekend.
R epublican, For Bowlers Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston
have been visiting in Caribou.
If Not Voters

Vanilla

t th e Formay Into the hot
lance, then add all the rest
e Ingredients.
It doesn i
very scientific. Miss Olhsoii
s but it works. Bake in oltjn s o r long biscuit pans for
43 minutes.

ROC KLAND, ME.

,

-

P. H. McKUSICK, PROPRIETOR

TH E WHITE LINE, Inc.

:-:F IS H :-:

D E M O C R A TS L O S T

-

New York and Providence
—Pierce Arrow Cars—

LEWISTON

PEDLER TRADE SOLICITED
TELEPHONE 1191

T h e running time is ideal for
Knox County folk who wish to
spend some Hours in A ugusta, W a
terville or Lewiston. T h e morning
trip out of this city is made at 7.50
which allows for arrival at destina
tion in early or mid forenoon allow
ing the full day free for the cars
leave Augusta for Rockland at 7.15
p. m. T he second trip out of Rock
land is at noon which still leaves
several hours in Central M aine be
fore the return.
T h e “W hite
L ine” has come to be an institution
and is viewed with w ell deserved
regard.

TRAVEL TH E WHITE LINE W AY
Bus Service T o Boston

FRESH A N D SALTED

SALES

MC’S SIGN SHOP

travel assistance is cheerfully given
all passengers at all times and no
effort or expense is spared by the
W h ite Line Inc., to secure th at most
desirable combination, a safe, sure,
fast transportation service at a rea
sonable price.
'T h e headquarters in this city are
located at Hotel Rockland and The
Thorndike where the cars stop eveiv
trip and where one way and round
trip tickets may be obtained. Daily
trips are made at 7.50 and noon out
of Rockland for Lewiston, Augusta
and W aterville connecting with
Bangor, Boston, N ew Y ork and
Providence. The cross country run
to Lewiston is one of great beauty
and every foot of the way is over
improved highways w ith additional
w ork rapidly being done all along
the line.
• • • •

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS

LISTEN the REAL

BOAT AND VEHICLE LETTERING A SPECIALTY

Camden is on a hunting trip to
Northern Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Calderwood,
son Arthur and Mrs. A. B. Packard
motored to Dorchester today accom
panying Mrs. Laura Packard who
will remain in that city the guest of
relatives for an indefinite time. The 1
others will return Sunday.
Fred Achom motored to Gorham
this morning and on his return to
night will be accompanied by his son
Earle who will spend the Thanks
giving recess in town.
Jacob Newbert, William Newbert
and Mr. Wilson of New York re
turned from the North woods this
week bringing two fine deer as a
result of their hunting expedition.
They are now trying their luck in the
region of Palermo.
Mrs. Ada Libby was hostess to the
G. W. Bridge Club Tuesday after
noon at her home on Amesbury Hill.
The local schools will be closed
Thursday and Friday for the
Thanksgiving recess.

T H E BUSY G R A N G E R S
A new feature in the exhibits at
many agricultural fairs has appeared
in the last year or two, and has been
especially noticeable the present au
tumn in county fairs and even at
some state fairs In different sections
of the oountry These are the exhibits
put on by Juvenile Granges, one of
the most interesting branches of the
nation's largest farm organization,
and which are made up of the chil
dren of Grange members, organized
into ritualistic and educational
groups of their own.
• , • •
Following a fire in a New England
rural town which de.stroved house,
bam and contents of a member of
the local Grange, fellow patrons
rallied to his need in significant
fashion. Contributions of money,
material ahd labor made possible the
construction of new buildings in
record time and one neighbor who
had an empty house ’loaned" it to the
homeless family until the new one
was completed.
Then the Grange folks gave almost
an entire new furniture equipment,
a liberal supply of fuel and enough
hay to carry the stock through the
winter, all the season’s crops having
been burned though the live stock
escaped by being in pasture at the
time of tfte fire. To crown it all. each
Grange family gave two hens, as a
start toward another flock of poul
try for the burned out family!
• • • •
One of the very few fraternal or
ganizations in the United States
which has held its own during the
past two years, the National Granre
reports with pride the fact that for
the 12 months ending October 1st
it has made one of the most note
worthy advances in all its 60 years
of life. Not only has a membership
gain been made in many states and
for the nation as a whole, but the
organization of new Grange units is
scarcely less than phenomenal.
During this 12 m onths’ period 407
subordinate Granges, 137 Juveniles
and 32 Pomonas were organized and
are actively functioning. Of the new
subordinates 144 were in the State of
North Carolina, while other states
reporting extensive G range organiza
tion were South Carolina. California,
Idaho. Wisconsin. Ohio, Oregon, Vir
ginia, Indiana and Minnesota.
The above figures represent the
greatest membership gain the Grange
has made in a long time and the
longest list of new organization? for

Wc Give and Redeem Gold
Bond Stamps

A
V

HOOPER’S SERVICE STATION
UNION AND PARK STREETS

ROCKLAND

COURIER-GAZETTE CRO SS-W O RD PUZZLE
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VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
14- The nostrils
49-Alienates the
1. -\Vacant
15- Door fastener (pi.)
affection of
5-Narrow strip of
16- Cooked in hot
51- Polnt of compass
leather
grease
(abbr.)
10- Jeer
19-Butt
52- Fifty-six (Roman)
11- Ascend»
25- Provide
53- From this time
13-Defile
26- Appearing as If
54- Compass point
15-Pronoun
gnawed
(abbr.)
17- G irl’z name
28- Grieves
55- Wander aimlessly
18- A gem weight
58-Calls fgr repetitions 29- Fish with hook and i
20-Parity
line
21 National Automobile 61 ■A metal
Association (abbr.) 62-Piece of bed linen 31-ln no manner
33-Golf mound
22- Rub out
, 63—A stockade in
36- Hymn
23- Three (Roman)
Russia
37- Send out In rays
!
24- An enchantress
64-Uncanny
38- Swerve from a
(Homer's Odyssey)
VERTICAL
course
27- Empire (abbr.)
39- Plural of penny
1- Entrap
28- Fine velvet
40- Jeered
2 - Joined
30-Gains
41- Large plants
3- A vegetable
32-Smart
43-Bee homes
34—In a greater degree 4- To raise with
45-Moved rapidly
rope (Naut.)
35- 0 ne of the British
47-Assault, as of troops
6- Common
Isles (abbr.)
49- A young lion
7 - Edge
37-Halts
50- Meaning
8- Farm animal
39-Removes the skin
56- Lace fabric
42-Portion
•v
z.—r vi iiuii
i 9- Peeking • a t ’ 57- A church official
44-Holy Roman Empire 10-Mountain In Arabia
(abbr.)
(Bib.)
(abbr.)
59-Greek letter
12- Killed
46-A Spanish title
^O-Over (Poet)
13- Skip
48-Assist
-at
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
1

C L A R K ISLAND
Mrs. Henning and children were
weekend guests of Mrs. Amos Niles
of Rockland.
-!
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Meservey and
son of Tenant's Harbor were guests
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Page Four

more th an 50 years. Many of the
new subordinates had a large charter
list and have since added consider
ably thereto by initiations.
The treasury of the National
Grange and of all the State Granges
is also reported in excellent condi
tion, while most of the 8000 local
units of this farm organization are
in excellent financial condition, as of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler last
well as nearly all of them initiating Sunday.
a new class of candidates during the
A large fir tree blew down last Sat
present fall season.
urday night near William Albert
Davis' residence.
Don't confuse the spelling. Bologna
Friends of Charles A. Johnson are
requires chewing. The kind you swal sorry to hear th a t he is ill and at

□

4

low whole is boloney.—Newark Ledger Knox Hospital in Rockland,
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BIG STONE DOUGHNUTS

MACKEREL FICKLE FISH

T H E M A G IC C A R PE T

The return of mackerel in g re a t; munltles have salted down hundreds
quantities to the Maine coast reminds ' of barrels to ensure a cheap, whoisAlfred O. Elden of earlier days which 1some food for the poor this winter
he describes in the following interest- ■Practically all mackerel were salted
ing article recently published in The before the days of cold storage.
Boston Transcript.
j Packers have put up thousands of
In 1885 the mackerel catch along j cans of the fish. Every man, womour New England coast reached the 1an and child along our New England
enormous total of 500,0C0 barrels, or j coast who likes fresh mackerel has
100.000,000 pounds. Mackerel catchers I eaten his or her fill. Frequently it
had fine homes, money in the bank j has been possible to go to the fish
and rosy dreams of the future. T henj wharfs at Boston, Gloucester or Portjust to live up to their reputation of j land and receive free of charge from
being one of the most mysterious, fishing vessels fine, fat mackerel only
unaccountable fishes that swims, the a few hours out of the water. Indeed
great schools absolutely deserted these a blessing to the poor! Fishermen
waters. Fishermen changed their have been willing to give their
plans!
catches away occasionally rather than
There followed a quarter-century accept the low prices offered.
period of depression in the industry,
Vet next season these beautiful
so widespread and calamitous th a t it fish
______
may_________________________
be as scarce as horse-drawn
was very generally conceded that the j vehicles on Tremont or Washington
mackerel were fkst approaching ex- streets. Literally they are beautiful
Unction. They were gone probably when alive in their native element,
never to return. In 1910 the total In fact the mackerel, herring and
stock of the American mackerel fleet pogy are three schooling fishes that
was a mere 3400 barrels!
may rightfully be placed in the cate
When it CQmes to mackerel all signs gory of “pretty fish.” The upper
fail. For njpre than a century and a surface of the mackerel is dark steely
quarter fishermen have been explain to greenish blue or black near the
ing why they were plentiful, why head. Its body is barred with umber
scarce and why apparently neai ly ex tranverse bands while its lower sides
tinct. A big catch could never be are white,, with silvery, coppery or
taken as a sure indication that the brassy
reflections th a t possess wonnext year would be big, too.
j
iridescencc The herring and
Who except the "old-timers” can I aerIul lrlaesce“c«- ln e nem ng ana
recall a mackerel season like this PORT or menhaden are equally re
present one that will end In Decern-' ^P^ndent in them colorings, yet these
ber? During th a t long period of years I gorgeo“a bues ade
°nce
when the fish were practically gone, { is h * tak5n fr° m t? e, ’ ateF ? ne
from New England waters, who could
have been close t0 the P o o lin g
have foreseen that they would return W dea t0
true conception of
in 1932 in such stupendous quantities , th£ ? '!vlng brilliance.
•
as absolutely to constitute themselvesj
herJing « a fairly dependable
a pest to other important food fish -, year‘y visitor although this season,
cries?
I due 11 is believed to the immense
Yet abundant as the mackerel have schools of mackerel which have kept
been, nothing approaching the "good ! ibem scattered and offshore, the sarold days” back in th e ‘eighties wUlbe ^ n® Packers have experienced much
recorded in this season’s total catch, j difficulty in obtaining suitable fish.
The total catch in 1929 was 40.000,- Of the three species mentioned—
000 pounds; in 1930, 39,000,000; 1931. mackerel, herring and pogies—the
31,000,000 pounds and up to Nov. 1 of pogy is by far the most unreliable in
1932 approximately 35.000.000 pounds. its movements. I t laughs at man
Splendid mackerel years all of them, made plans for its entertainment.
yet a mere bagatelle when compared
Recalling the Pogies
with the 100,000,000 pounds of 1885!
The history of the New England
pogy or menhaden fishery is very
Take 'em Away for Nothilfg
The depressed conditions of the salt I similar to the history of the mackerel
water fisheries in general, along with | fishery, in that it has been charactersimilar situations in other industries,,
by periods of abundance and
is actually responsible for the glut j periods of great scarcity. The pogy
and low prices of this year. The fish- [ fishery on the coast of Maine as con
ermen would have been much better ducted with a view to the oil product
off with half the present numbers, dates back to about 1830. The fish
for the m arket in its low state has were caught in gill-nets and cooked
not been able profitably to absorb the In kettles set up a t any convenient
catch. Everywhere the fish have point. Oil was extracted by fermen
swarmed, from points within a stone's tation of the cooked mass and
toss of the land to the offshore schools was most offensive to the nostrils.
fifty miles out. They have filled fish Hand presses soon appeared and
traps and pounds; they have crowded greatly increased the amount of oil
into the weirs of the Passamaquoddy secured.
Bay sardine fishermen, eating and
The story of the very first oil pro
driving out the valuable sardine herr- duced on the Maine coast has it that
ing; they have glutted the fresh fish an old lady tried cooking pogies as
markets until at times prices have food for her chickens. In doing this
fallen to a quarter of a cent a pound she noticed the abundant oil that rose
—then to nothing!
to the surface, so kept skimming it
The cold storage plants filled them off. Securing a bottle full she sent
selves to overflowing at the cheapest it to Boston. This was the first
prices, freezing the fish for bait and sample of pogy or menhaden oil put
filleting and freezing it for human into the market from Maine.
food. After the refrigerators were
E. B. Phillips, Boston oil merchant,
satisfied and there was no further the pioneer in the pogy business,
market, the remaining fish were examined it. inquired into the supply
dumped! Tons of them have also i of fish, and had enough confidence
been smoked and sent to the cold in the future of the industry to fit
storage plants. Lobstermen have I out more than fifty fishermen along
used mackerel extensively as a bait the Maine coast with kettles and
for their traps. Mackerel were presses known as the screw-and-lever
cheap, frozen herring high. Herring ’ press. About 1860 to 1865 was a
is the king bait, but mackerel will do. period when nearly every beach on
From Cape Cod to Eastport com- almost every island of Frenchman's
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Repairing, Soldering and Cleaning
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B U R K E T T V IL L E

Sleuths From Smithsonian Institute
Succeed In Solving the Mystery

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ludwick of
Not W alter W inchell’s, But Rockland
who visited their daugh
the N ew E n try In League ter last week were callers on Clara
The mystery of the big stone dough
MacDowell Friday afternoon.
nuts has been solved by Smithsonian
of N ations
Melvin Jackson who has been |

Their R eturn To the Maine Coast This Season Revives
Some Interesting Recollections

Page Five

Who was Who?
By

LOUISE M. COMSTOCK

Institution investigators.
visiting at S. B. Miller's the past few
Dr. Truman Michelson, Smithson
The recent entry of Iraq, a former weeks has returned to his home in
CASEY JONES
ian ethnologist, was engaged this sum department of the Ottoman Empire, Waltham, Mass.
mer in Indian studies near Geary, into the League of Nations once more
George Overlock has been visiting
Okla., when his attention was called calls attention to a land whose his his sister Mrs. Mary Mitchell in “Come all you rounders, if you w ant
Io henr
to a spot known locally as "The tory goes back to the beginning of Washington.
The Story told about a brave en
Chimneys”.
things. To-day this birthplace of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson of East
Here were scattered scores of curi “Arabian Nights" might well be called Union and Mrs. Lottie Wellman of Casey gineer;
Jones was the ro u n d e rs
ous objects — circles of red sandstone literally the Land of the Magic Carpet, Hope were guests Sunday of Miss
name;
about the size of small wheels—more for aviation plays a larger part in its Clara MacDowell.
On a Kill-eight wheeler he won hie
fame."
than nine inches in diameter—with life than in th a t of most other coun
During the heavy storm of last
holes in the centers. The sides were tries, according to a bulletin from the Saturday night Jesse Miller's new
S CASEY JONES, whose heroic
nicely beveled. They looked like mon Washington, D. C. headquarters of workshop was moved about five feet
(lentil in a railroad collision
ster doughnuts turned to stone. In the National Geographic S<x:iety.
from its foundation.
near Vaughan, Miss., in HMM), lias
some cases they were piled one on top
Part of “Fertile Crescent”
of the other.
“I distinctly saw the postman kiss been eeletiriited in a long ballad
The stones were shaped so nicely
“Once a part of the fertile crescent you. W hat do you mean by it?”
boasting some six or eight differ
that they seemed almost certainly to which included the valleys of the Nile
"Well, ma'am, somebody sent me a ent and variously quotable versions,
be human artifacts Hut they were en- I and the combined valleys of the Tig- kiss through the post.”—Tit-Bits.
Jehu L u th e r Jones, bailing from
tlrely unknown to American ethnolo- j ris and the Euphrates, Mesopotamia,
Cayce (pronounced Casey), Tenn.,
gists.
as Iraq was long called in the West,
lias gained a unique sort of lininorDr. Michelson brought some speci was a land of agriculture founded on
liality. He was a popular hero of
mens back to Washington where they an intricate irrigation system," says
tlie day when railroading knew a
were studied by Dr. W. F. Foshag, the bulletin. “In the maintenance of
glam or lost In tlie modern tran sp o r
Smithsonian mineralogist Careful ex the vast network of canals a high
tation system .
amination revealed that they were not state of civilization and government
In 1000 Jones was engineer on th e
the product of human hands at all was developed.
T h a t is the joyful cry o f thousands
but entirely natural formations, speci
"When trade arose between Orient since D r. Edw ards produced Olive
old Illinois C entral "Cannonball”
mens of which had been found be and Occident, the Syrian Desert was T ablets, th e substitute for calomel.
running south from Jackson, Miss,
Photo Grace Line
fore but never in such abundance.
enough of a barrier, and the desert
line night Jo Lewis, one of C asey's
D r. Edwards, a practicing physi
STRIKING A B A LA N CE
The wind, Dr. Foshag explained, man enough of a problem, to pre cian for 20 years, a n d calomel s oldbuddies, w as too ill to answ er th e
tends to deposit sand in circles. On vent the land between the rivers from tim e enemy, discovered th e formula
E IG H IN G up wares with these
frijoles negros, the black bean found
call from the roundhouse io ta k e
scales requires a steady hand
on all Central American tables; pep
successive days, under the proper con becoming a great trade route.
for Olive T ablets while treatin g pa
out Ids long train, and Casey, Ju st
and a level eye. or else a pair of pers;
fast
granadillas; and corn from
ditions, such sand circles may be laid
“It was the German dream of a tie n ts for chronic constipation and
in from a long run, offered to
fe e t—for housewives in Guatemala
which the native housewife makes
down on top of . one another. In the land route to the East that thrust to rp id livers.
insist upon full measure. This mer
“double o u t” for him. T he tra in
her fam ous tortillas.
course of time the sand grains are Mesopotamia into the public eye. War
Olive T ablets do n o t contain calo
chant's primitive method of reckon
To foreign markets
G uatem ala
was an "expedite" freight, run a s
cemented togeth< with carbonated interrupted the completion of the mel, ju st a healing, soothing vegetable
ing weight was introduced to his ships bananas, coffee, cedar, m a
fast ns a passenger train.
W hat
lime contained in solution in ground ‘Berlin to Baghdad' railway and there laxative safe and pleasant.
forefathers by the Spaniards way
hogany, rubber, hides, horn, and the
went wrong nobody knows. B ut th e
waters and are compressed into sand is still a section between Nisibln and
N o griping is the “ keynote” of these
back in the days of the conquest. Il
chicle from which our chewing gum
stone masses. But the circles succes Kirkuk which the traveler from Eu little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab
crash w as sudden and complete, and
is only one of the scores of ancient
is m anufactured The Central A m er
sively laid down tend to continue as rope to the Persian Gulf must cover lets. T hey help cause th e bowels and
Cnse.v, though, he saved tlie life of
customs to which the present-day In 
icas have become so im portant as
liver
to
a
c
t
norm
ally.
T
h
ey
never
strata.
dian in Guatemala still clings. On
trade centers and so popular w ith
by mojor car. But in the meantime the
ids firem an. Slim, was himself killed.
force
them
to
unnatural,action.
the sidewalk, surrounding this vege travelers th at one American steam 
Then comes the "weathering," the motor highway across the Syrian
A negro w iper named W allace S aun
I
f
you
have
a
“
d
ark
brow
n
m
outh”
table vendor arc bright-hued piles of ship company which visits these
tearing down process. The sandstone Desert has become a busy lane of
ders poured out his grief for the a c 
—
bad
breath—a
dull,
tire
d
feeling-^
■uscious vegetables There are mancountries On its fortnightly cruises
masses are broken down, tendine to traffic, and th a t vast landing field
cident in th e original version of th e
l i r a . tamales; yams; alligator pears
between N ew York and C alifornia
fall apart as circular diski Wind which stretches with little interrup sick headache—torpid liver—consti
song. A professional song w riter,
a .--- as one's head with pulp as rich
has ju st built four new $5,000,000
blown sand, operating over the course tion from the gorge-gashed wilder pation, you should find quick, sure
and / ’yaooth as bu tter; breadfruit:
ships to cover this route.
picked it up in the railroad yards,
of centuries, does the rest. It may cut ness of Moab to th e gorge-gashed in a n d pleasant results from one o r two
polished It off and gave It to th e
holes through the centers. It may ferno beyond the Persian Gulf has of"Dr. Edwards Olive T ablets.
take them every night
Bay was literally covered with pogy BOYS OFFERED BEST STORIES
world in its present form.
round the edges of the “doughnuts become a training school for airmen. to Thousands
keep r ig h t T ry them . 15c, 30c, 60c.
fishermen, their camps, nets, boats,
((?). 1132 W estern Xcwaflagicr C olon. L
as nicely as the job could be done by [ it is a regular route for the Dutch
Bad times are good times for maga human
kettles and presses. Thev were slso
hands. It is likely to produce 1 •
scattered along the shores of the zine readers, according to the edi almost any sort of sculptural curiosity. air line from Holland to Java, the
French flight from Marseille to
mainland east and west, far and near. tor of youth's favorite magazine. The
An abundance of such stones in any Saigon, and the British line from
American
Boy-Youth’
s
Companion.
When it was found th a t the pogies
one place, however, may have occas London to Delhi.
were apparently in inexhaustible sup More people are writing than ever ioned superstitious reverence among
before,
he
states,
and
finer
adven
ply off the Maine coast, steam fac
the primitive Indians and the piled- Western Influences Brought Changes
tories began to go up at logical points. ture, more gripping yams, more up "doughnuts” may really have
"The wildest tale in the Arabian
The first was built by a company from downright reading thrills are due the served as altars.
Nights is that of the ‘Magic Carpet of
magazine
subscriber
than
ever
in
Rhode Island in 1864 a t Bluehill and
Tangu.' But stranger than any tale
the second by another company of history.
of Scheherezade is the fact of modern
THOSE MOVIE FIGHTS
The American Boy-Youth's Com
Rhode Islanders at Bristol on John’s
aviation and other Western influences
Adjustable to any window—this Ventilator does away with stuffy,
Bay. Operations being successful, panion in 1933 will be loaded from Faked Punch Looks Better On the in Iraq side by side with activities that
Maine men at Boothbay, Bristol, Bre- ( cover to cover with great expert
overheated
rooms. Keeps rain and snow out. Prevents curtains
have
changed
little
in
thousands
of
Screen Than Genuine Sock
men and Southport embarked. In the | ences- For adventure, the reader
years. King Faisal uses a plane as a
and draperies from blowing, protects them from moisture, dust, etc.
Spring of 1866 eleven steam factories !
travel with the Royal Canadian
When your jnovie hero takes it on matter of course and visitors arrive by
Neat, attractive. Strongly constructed. A lot of home comfort for
were built and this was the real begin Mounted through forests and moun the chin in tlie process of saving the air. Country carts and pack animals
very little money.
ning of a wonderful industry while it tains, penetrate to the military posts gal from the villain, don't waste too are forbidden the use of New Street
of Borneo; ride with cavalry in
lasted.
VENTILATORS 8" high 35c—11” 55c. By mail 10c extra for Parcel
India, plunge into the Amazon much sympathy on his bruises. Nine in Haroun al-Raschid's capital; buildThey Fail to Appear
times out of ten that terrific sock is | ings display electric clocks; and
Post. Write for complete Kendall & Whitney Catalog.
economy programs bring into debate
A fleet of so-called pogy steamers jungle.
just—a
sound
effect.
(4832)
was created to pursue this fishery and i There’U. .. be character - building
u ,
An
informal
survey
of
movie
fist!I
the
relative
patriotism
and
durability
u™
»nn stones of the professions, of school
at one time there were mor. than 200
d college life There'll be articles cuffs revealed in most cases a faked of British cotton stockings and British
F A R M , D A IR Y
and
P O U L T R Y SU P P L IE S
SEEDS
of them working on the Maine and a“ Q
articles
ones.
™ . of them on sports, travel, and science, th at fight looks more ferocious on the silk
Massachusetts coast. cSome
"The
Public
Works
Department
screen
than
a
real
knock
down
and
take boys to the Orient, that explain
cost up to $50,000. In th e '70's, the the mysteries of ocean liners and air drag out battle.
suffers criticism for running a high
season catch for each one of these transporU
slories th at
It is one of those movie oddities way parallel to a railroad; oil pipes
F E D E R A L a n d T E M P L L STS.,
PO R TL A N D
MAUVE
?o non to satisfy the boy's wholesome appetite but as a general rule when a fight made in France, England, the United
S
, g catches
T n
for Iun and thrill, and his keen de- looked “faked” you can be sure the States and Germany are being as25.000 barrels were by no means un sire to learn
participants nursed sore jaws and sembled for a pipe line extending for
common.
The American Boy-Youth's Com damaged bridgework, whereas if it hundreds of miles across the desert.
From 1873 to 1877, inclusive, the panion costs .just $2.00 a year or screens like the meeting of Dempsey Sunnis and Shiites (lony religious
number of gallons of pogy or men $3.00 for three years. In other and Firpo the actors came out of th? antagonists) take seats in the same
haden oil produced at the factories words, when you subscribe for three fracas laughing and with no teeth motor buses and visit the same re
ligious shrines; and an acknowledged
of the'Maine A ^ ciatio n of M enhad^ ,
the magazine's savings enable missing.
?;959^45^ gaUons^^h^tofferwas^used ’ 1 ^ ”*'
screen fight' says Spencer
in
W IL L LIKE THE L IN C O L N
only a dollar a year! It's the ideal [ Tracy, who has socked and been defiance of Moslem custom—on the
largely in the currying of leather.
gift for that boy you’re interested socked, is all a matter of timing. j crisp new bank notes. Gufas like
The manufacture
of
guano
from
j
in
be
he
, . , .
. in, be he son, nephew, neighbor, Timing of blows, pulling of punches, pumpkin shells bring loads to modern
GLE
This modern hotel meets every
pogies was a later industry, especially ;
or son of your business
wharves; ‘Devil Worshipers’ refuse to
as prepared with a view to sale in the
And an attracUve glft card is what makes a far more fierce and be educated; and Assyrian Christian
possible requirement fo r an en 
gory battle in the camera’s eye. A
general market. Even after the oil bearing your name will go to him if real fight is too fast to be “authentic” I levies are replaced by soldiers flown
jo y a b le visit.
manufacture had attained some con- y0U request >it. Send your order di and a real punch (to the camera) I in by air.
Every one of its 1 4 0 0 R O O M S con
sequence the pogy residue was rect t0
American Boy-Youth's looks ljke a pulled one. It loses mo
Aviation Favored by Nature
tains a R A D IO , PRIVATE BATH
dumped Experiment with the scrap, companion, 550 West Lafayette mentum when it strikes the oppeIn aa lland
however
soon resulted
in all
all the
the facrac- Blvd D e tro it Mich Service on vonr
.
1.1
i u u where
m i n e uthe
ic ucamel
iiiiri asuffers
u u u .,
soon
resulted in
(tu b a n d shower) and S E R VID O R .
lories utilizing this by-product of the f J b s c 'r iX n wfil start w th the £ ' ne" 1* Chm7 bU.t a b’° W
,
C
tblrst and rlvers and swamps stand
oil business. During
During tne
the same
same livei
five ”sue you specify
®
pa-st 0 * victim s ear away from the in the way of land travel, aviation beA fe w minutes to th eatres, shops,
camera, looks like a knockout.
comes a form of traffic favored by
years, cited for oil the Maine pogy
____
business centers and oil RjcTerminolt.
In
“Society
G
irl”
Tracy
took
a
crack
Nature.
The
landing
field
at
Baghdad
factories turned out 89,981 tons of fish j
S O U T H W A L D O B O R O , to the chin from James Dunn, but it is called ‘the Croydon of the East.’
fertilizer.
S p e e J e a t S e m p le R o o m s
The year 1878 saw the whole bottom , Adelbert Davis and son Stanley oi was an accident and would have been and when a 42-passenger Hannibal
drop out of the Maine coast pogy in- Rockland, Mass., arrived in. town better if they had not missed on tim- plane settles softly to earth with a
uniformed Britisher at the controls
dustry. For some unknown reason the Sunday, called by the death o*f Mrs. I i’.ig.
James Cagney is another of the the fact is more amazing to the
fish failed to show up and for ten Jennie Davis.
Mrs. Clarence Lee recently opened screen's pugnacious who knows from modern man than to the nomad who
long years thereafter they shunned
Maine waters. Their absence did not a ja r of blackberries which had been : experience about screen tussling. In takes what comes with striking faith
______ canned up for 51 years. They were “Smart Money” Jimmy really took it and an utter lack of comprehension.
prevail south of Cape Cod. although
“The country now known as Iraq
it was noticeable on the New York ’ given to Mrs. Lee by Parker Feyler. from Edward G. Robinson who hadn't
and Rhode Island coast and eventu- ‘ and he said his mother put them up learned how to pull a punch and the was formerly made up of three Turk
‘4 4 rh 45th ST. 8th AVE. N .Y .C .
ally most of the steamers removed! th at number of years ago. They had scene not only looked like a frame-up ish vilayets named after their three
south and continued the industry! kept perfectly and were of delightful but Cagney nursed a dislocated Jaw. chief cities — Mosul, racial mosaic
near the K urdistan hills; Baghdad,
there. And there during the past forty i flavor. The correspondent had some
-----------------years there have been some remark-| of them and can vouch for that.
A magistrate holds the view that historic capital straddling the middle
ably successful seasons and many j Everyone here looked forward to our car-bandits should be driven out Tigris; and Basra, the nation's sea
large fortunes have been made and the Tuesday issue of The Courier- | of the country. Personally, we should port near the mouth of the Shatt-alArab which is made up of the com
Gazette, to know who won in the make them walk.—Punch.
spent.
bined Tigris and Euphrates rivers.
T hrift Club. It surely was interest
If They Should Come Back
"The new nation uses three lan
While the pogies have not entirely ing to watch the list from one issue OUR J U N IO R PU ZZLE
guages in Its schools. Arabic is the
deserted Maine, returning to those: ,o_tbe ?_ext
The Union Aid met with Bessie
chief language, but Kurdish is taught
shores in large numbers at intervals of
in the north where Kurds predomi
ten years dating from 1878, such er Wallace last week. The next meet
nate, and small Turkoman groups in
ratic movements of course killed the ing will be Dec. 7 with Mrs. Eleanor
Kirkuk, Kifri and Tuzkhurmatli are
business. While Maine may have an Palmer.
B O S T O N , M A SS .
BEACON STREET
Miss Emma Simmons of Friend
taught in Turkish—once the offi
occasional "pogy year," today's real
ship
has
been
caring
for
Mrs.
Jennie
cial
language
of
the
whole
kingdom.
menhaden business Is south of Cape
Davis.
“Iraq means ‘department* and it
Cod.
Rev. T. H. Fernald is gaining
was so distant a department in Turkey
Few persons today can realize what
that the Turks never exerted complete
a. blow the passing of the vast pogyi?'™ 1* and J”1!1 T " be able
leave
business was to the Maine coast, bur-1
1rln ®at? Wbcre be baS
Located on Beacon
control. Now young Iraquis, many of
Hill Next to the
them trained in the American Univer
ing those boom years of the '60s and be?” toL m UrnWeek&’ i^ n
i
State House.
sity in Beyrouth, are taking over con
'70s such towns as Boothbay Harbor, j Mrs' Net^ a R,r° \ u “ V si? ‘n g .r.e a "
trol in a nation which has become an
East Boothbav, Bristol. Bremen and a
n South Weymouth. Mass,
few others where the businessCPn.a She will return home the last of the
international highway. The water
torod r,ronn„»n„
j u ,
1week. Mrs. Gertrude French is
routes around Africa and through the
tered.
practically
doubled
their
popuj
housekeener
for
Mrs
Wilbur
O
la t.in n a n d n o o r iv
nouseK eeper ior Mrs. W iiour
u.
Suez Canal, which robbed Turkey of
lation and nearly trebled In the num Pitcher
during Mrs. Drown’s absence.
its function as a land bridge, have in
J u s t a few m in u te s ' walk to th e th e a tre , financial,
ber of dwellings. Hundreds of citizens
The social Friday evening was well
turn been replaced in part by the
found congenial employment at gooa attended, and a neat sum added to
a n d sh o p p in g c e n te rs .
pneumatic tire, the gasoline engine
wages without having to seek the the piano fund. Next month will be
and the wide-spread wings of the new
broader fields of outside industries. given over to the children of the
Magic Carpet.’ ”
It was a home enterprise. Catches neighborhood for their Christmas
were made almost daily, the fish were entertainment. Mrs. Kane, teacher
Babson says the depression will be
used
immediately by the factories
and of the local school will have charge
Room s w ith o u t bath,
u p ; w ith b a th ,
up
i n n ITT OTV l l 'C V "
I ’
worn out by 1934. So will we —Nash
the
men were paid promptly.
of the program.
ville Southern Lumberman.
C o m p le te R e sta u ra n t a n d C a fe te ria Service
The surprising return of the maclq• • «•
erel during the past few years has
Mrs. Jennie N. Davis
caused considerable speculation as to
Jennie N„ wife of Alfred S. Davis 1
whether the pogy or menhaden will
ever stage a similarly prodigal “come died Friday after an illness of long 1
/z v //z tz
back." Even if they should, it could duration. Mrs. Davis was a lifelong
not return the old time prosperity for ; resident of this place^and her passing
the pogy factories have gone. Njjt a leaves relatives and many friends
single one remains, It might mean the saddened. She was a member of the
advent of a fleet of pogy steamers Methodist Church of the village, also
Since 1840 this firm has falthfn’i’ 1
Besides her
from the westward into Maine waters of the order of Rebekahs.
,
served the lamllles of Knox Count; 1
for the fish which they would carry' husband, she leaves a sister Mrs
LADY ATTENDANT
|
back to the factories south of Cape!Freda
and two brothers, Nelson and Charles Martin Collamore
Cod.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Funeral services were held Monday
j< O T C A N D Y T H I S T I M E
B U R PE E’S
“But how can I be sure that you afternoon at the home, and Inter
ment was in the family lot in Sweetlove me?"
J o h n h a s a b a g a n d S ally
ROCKLAND, ME.
land
cemetery.
"Well, I can scarcely sleep at night,
is su re it is c a n d y a n d is tr y in g
thinking of you."
to c o a x so m e fro m J o h n . B u t
“T hat doesn't prove anything. Papa
ST. G E O R G E
J o h n n y sa y s h e h a s n 't any c a n d y
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
can hardly sleep,'thinking of you!"— Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Hocking a n d w h a t h e h a s in th e b a g is n ’t
STEAMBOAT CO.
Christian Science Monitor.
were visitors in Boston last week. g o o d to c a t a t a llC If you w a n t
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
With them went Mrs. E. H. Riley
Steamer leaves Swan s Island at 5 3b
to
k
n
o
w
w
h
a
t
J
o
h
n
has
in
th
e
A hick town Is one where the folks and children who were returning to
A M., Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockknow all the news before the paper Somerville, Mass., after spending the hag, ta k e a p en cil a n d jo in all th e
n u m b e re d d o ts to g e th e r, s ta r tin g i land about 9.30.
comes out, but merely take it to see summer in St. George.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M„
whether or not the editor got the
Our Ain Club of St. George, five w ith d o t n u m b e r one a n d e n d in g Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4 40, due to arrive at Swan’s
stories according to the way they couples strong, motored to Portland w ith d o t n u m b e r fo rty -fo u r. Y o u
heard them —Trenton <Mo.) Republi-1 for the weekend, dining Sunday in will h a v e th e n a m e of 'W c o n  Island about 6.00 P. M,
B. H. STIN8ON.
can.
Hallowell.
130-tf
te n ts o f J o h n 's bag.
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QUICK RELIEF FROM
CONSTIPATION

W

FRESH A IR lo ts of it W ITH O U T D R A FTS

The “ DEFLEKTAIR” ” " ™ , VENTILATOR

emdal l

& Whitney

Y O U TOO

N£W HOTEL

L IN C O L N

T he Ideal H otel for Y ou in B O ST O N
Is T h e New

H otel

M ANGER

George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.

M ay

A t N orth Station
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. STATION

HOTEL BELLEVUE

A ll Transit Facilities at Door
A TOWER OF
HOSPITALITY
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water — French
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.

5 0 0 R oom s

New England's Most Modernly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed H o te l......................

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar. and Soda
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
For One—82.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
Write for Descriptive Literature
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.

53*137

New Lower Rates
*2.00
*3.00

t

w /n/f/

k EMBALMING <
MOTOR AMBUIANG i

a „

k

WASHINGTON

DURING THE BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
Make your reservations now at the Capitol Park. One block
Irom Union Station and Capitol, lacing beautiful park. The
large comfortable rooms and homelike meals w ill assure you ,
a memorable visit.

Very reasonable rates.
C. L. Hutchinson Manager.

*

We Suggest—

CAP ITOL
PARK
HOTEL

PULLING THE LONG BOW

THOM ASTON
Ralph Burkett shot a deer at
Oyster River Mondav. He had better
success than some who traveled 150
miles to get one.
Mrs. Virginia Daniels remains very
ill. She is now cared for by an expe
rienced nurse.
T he Tuesday morning assembly at
the High Schc»l featured instrumen
tal music. Myron Simmons pre
sided. A violin duet. “Londonderry
Air," an old Irish melody, was given by
Misses Hazel Harrison and Phj^Uis
Belasco. accompanist Miss Alcada
Hall; piano solo. "Tarantelle," by
Charles Dennie. Miss Eloise Dunn.
The young musicians won hearty ap
plause which was well deserved. Like
Timotheus of old with his “breath
ing flute and tuneful lyre,” they
stirred the emotions of the listeners.
Would it not be a good thing if
others besides the reporter would
visit the assembly some Tuesday
morning? They would be well re
paid for the effort.
Mrs. A. D. Davis returned Monday
from a visit to her cousins Misses
Fannie and Harriet Long at Tenant's
Harbor.
Ten persons at least will dine on
turkey Thursday as the result of the
recent turkey shoot on the grounds
of the Thomaston Rifle Club. It I
happened to be a rainy day or a I
larger number of birds would have j
fallen victims to sharpshooting.
Myles Weston and Miss Letitia
Creighton motored to Ellsworth
Monday and called upon Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant. They also
took the drive up Cadillac Mountain
Mrs. Richard Elkins of Waldoboro
is guest of Mrs. John E. Walker.
Dr. Ethel Crie was in Portland
Saturday attending the Osteo Diag
nostic clinic. Several patients from j
Thomaston were given the advantage
of the clinic also.
Charles Mclnnes of Milford. Mass., j
is spending a few days in town.

*♦»•

Pine Cone Troop of Girl Scouts
with its captain and second lieuten
a n t attended the rally Saturday at
the Congregational Church in Rock
land. Those who attended were
Alice Tuttle, Jeanette Tuttle, June.
Elizabeth and Iva Jeanette Henry,
Genevieve Bradlee, Betty Brown.
Olive Leach, Amy Miller, Barbara
Gillchrest.
The Episcopal Guild met Wednes
day night in the parish rooms. They ’
worked and planned for their sale or.
Wednesday, Nov. 30.
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Loucks I
are entertaining Mr. and Mrs. How- j
ard C. Starlin and son Alvin and
Russell Wanderer of Schenectady.
N. Y., over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark enter
tained Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights, j
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young and Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Ames a t a card party
Monday night. Michigan and 63
were played. Highest score was
made by Warren Knights, while Mrs.
Young gathered in the consolation
Refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Libby and
Capt. Whitmore motored to Deer
Isle Wednesday to spend Thanks
giving with Mr. Libby's sister and
husband. Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Haskell.
Miss Catherine Stevens is at home
from Hartford for the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tillson. Mr.
and ‘Mrs. Francis Tillson and chil
dren, Mrs. Angie Morse and Mr. and
Mrs. Raiph Tripp are to be Thanks
giving guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Fales.

F in d s P a r t r i d g e D oes

J

ON M Y SET

L i t t l e H a r m to C r o p s

*
T

Carson Robison (top) and his Pioneers—John and Bill Mitchell and
Pearl Pickens—who start their first series of programs over the NBCW EAF network on Tuesday, November S9. Robison's unique ability to
whistle two notes at once and their rendition of American mountain and
plains music won them top theatrical honors in London this season.

The grand-daddy of all jazz
songs,
"Alexander's
Ragtime
Band." will be sung by Singin'
Sam Friday night at 8.15, with
the jiggy rag reminding him of
his early minstrel days. In sharp
contrast will be “The Last Rose
of Summer.”
Holman F. Day, formerly of
the Lewiston Journal, and! one of
the
best-known
newspaper
writers in Maine some years ago,
is now living in San Francisco.
He is now appearing on a wegkly
ladio program as the Old Salt,
and his homely humor is appre
ciated by lisleners-in,

••• •••

A new playlet based on an inci
dent from the novel "David
Harum" will be presented for the
first time by the Soconyland
players when they are heard at
8 p. m., next Monday. Old David
reminisces again in the new
fketch, this time of his friend
ship with Alfred Veijoos. Homeville boy who has come back as
a summer resident after making
good in the city.
•o» «o» »o»
Frances Blaisdell, first flutist,
with the National Symphony Or
chestra, will be soloist featured
with Ernest Sehelling and the
New York Philharmonic Orches
tra in the concert for children
and young people to be broadcast
over the Columbia network Sat
urday, from 11 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.
The program will be devoted to
illustration and explana>m of
the flute as an orchestral instru
ment. Miss Blaisdell will be
heard in solo portions of the
Allegro from Mozart's Concerto
in D minor, No. 2.

••• ••• •••

Reception was uncommonly
good Tuesday night, ar.d 1 had no
difficulty in tuning in on KFI,
Los Ar-geles, as early as 9.30 p. m.

••• •••

The Democratic powwow at
Bangor was coming in well over
Mr. and Mrs. Gluyas Williams and
family of West Newton, Mass., w ill! WLBZ, with the speech of Con
gressman-elect Moran as one of
arrive at the Knox Hotel this evening.
the features.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark re

turned Tuesday from a trip to Marl- ,
Andrews Music Co. of Bangor
boro ana Melrose. Mass., where they
sponsors a radio program Dec. 1
were house guests of Mr .and Mrs.
at 7.45 p. m. It may be of interest
David Dickey and Mrs. Hartley
to Camden people to know that
Watts. Mrs. Oscar Gould who has
been visiting in Whitinsville and
out of a hundred or more songs
“The Maine Spirit" and “Camdin
Melrose returned with them.
Mrs. Emma Hewett and Mrs. Nettle
By the Sea" have been selected as
Hewett of Rockland were recent
numbers most appropriate for
callers on Mrs. Oliver Jackson, who
this concert. It is understood
is in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
that this is a commercialized pro
Luther Clark.
gram, made poss.ble by a number
Miss Helen Carr and Miss Blanche
of business men who wish to pro
Raysor entertained one of Thomas
mote Maine.
ton’s famous cooking clubs Tuesday
afternoon at their home on Elliot
street, in honor of Miss Raysor's sis
ter Mrs. W. L. Kelley of Harrisburg,
Pa., who is a visitor in town. The
members present were Mrs. R. O.
Elliot. Mrs. John Creighton. Miss
Margaret G. Ruggles Miss Rita C.
Smith, Mrs. Grace Payson.
Mr. and Mrs. David Dickey of
Marlboro. Mass., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Clark.
A NOTABLE HOLIDAY

CA M DEN

The Hungnriftu, or European gray,
partridge in tlie Vnited States Is
not particularly harmful to crops,
studies of SO birds hy Hie biological
sifrvey, Vnited States Department
of Agriculture, indicate.
In the fall and winter these birds
feed largely on green leaves, grain:
of wheat, corn, oats, barley, and
seeds of ragweed, foxtail grass, and
bindweed. 'Die cultivated grains
seem to be picked up mostly in
stubble fields, and the investiga
tors believe this indicates no in
jury to growing crops.
Contents of the crops and giz
zards of the birds examined showed
that animal food made up 6 per cent
of their food. The young birds, j/i
particular, displayed a liking for
grasshoppers, beetles, and other In
jurious insects.
This partridge has been Intro
duced into numerous North Ameri
can localities and has become well
established in some of them, par
ticularly in southwest Canada,
Washington state, southwestern
Wisconsin, southwestern Michigan,
and northwestern Ohio. As it is a
comparatively new bird in this
country its habits are interesting
to sportsmen, ornithologists, and
farmers.
A m b i t i o n G iv e s C le w

t o P e A o n 's C h a r a c t e r
Harold Allenwood was a fortunate
young gunner Monday afternoon when
If you can persuade a person to
he shot a five-point buck near the outline to you Just what is his am
residence of Arthur Dean on the Bel bition in life you will have secured
fast road. He was not in the woods a good key to that person's charac
over one-half hour and for quick
bagging of a deer this beats the rec ter. Some people want to be rich.
With diligence, thrift, and average
ord to date.
intelligence, this is perhaps the easi
Albert Wilson left Tuesday noon est ambition to achieve, particularly
for East Barnet, Vt., where he will if a little greed is mixed into the
visit his daughter»Mrs. Inga Dyer.
recipe. Some people want power
Miss M E. Bartlett is on a business and recognition. If they are will
trip to Boston. Miss Bertha Wilson ing to pay the price, this ambition,
is a t the store during her absence.
too, can be achieved. Here, too,
Merrill Drinkwater nas completed greed can assist the crafty climber.
his duties as clerk in Ora R. Brown's
Some people want the friendship
market.
and respect of their fellow men.
Assistant Postmaster Fessenden W. with as much worldly goods thrown
Miller shot a deer in Washington In as is consistent with a life policy
of giving everyone else the best of
County this week.
Oscar Bri Iges and son Llewellyn the bargain. Friendship and respect
have returned from a gunning trip are the rarest treasures a man can
at Dennysvil’b.
have and the hardest to obtain.—
Herbert Mills nas returned from Exchange.
Eennington. Vt , where he has been
employed in the Western Union Tele
U niversities' B eg inn ing
graph office, and is now in the Rcckj laud office of th at company.
Medieval education was mostly by
Mrs. Clarense Waterman, daugh and for the church. In the early
ter Phyllis and son Franklin of Twelfth century at Bologna in Italy
North Haven, have been recent a revived interest in Roman law at
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Da- tracted students, and at Salerno
, vis. Spring street.
teachers of medicine drew pupils
Harold Corthell has returned from many lands, while Paris be
from a gunning trip at Dexter. He came a center for theological study.
brought with hint a deer.
A university was originally an In
Louis Hansen shot a deer Tuesday corporated group either of teachers
' morning in the vicinity of Camder. to whom students resorted, or of
mountains. More deer have been
shot this sea-on in this vicinity than' students who hired, and fired, their
professors. Topes and rulers gave
wa« ever known before.
Frank Dearborn who was knocked privileges to these corporations,
down By an automobile Saturday courses of study became organized,
' night is in a very critical condi- granting of degrees became eomj tion at Community Hospital, double nion buildings and endowments
pneumonia having developed. His were accommodated, and by the
son Forrest Dearborn of Boston is ex Fourteenth and Fifteenth cen
pected today.
turies scores of universities had
The Pettapiece sisters. Leila and been established, many of which,
Altle, of Ottawa, Canada, who are like Oxford and Cambridge, have
visiting their cousin, Dr. H. J Fetta- had an unbroken existence ever
piece. saw the ocean for the first since.
I time Thursday they climbed Mt.
Bai/!e and enjoyed full view of the
ocean, lakes and islands under a
E n g la n d ’s “ W hite H o rses "
bright day and were delighted. They
There are three “White Horses”
drove from Ottawa to Camden in In England, one in Berkshire, one
their car, making the 500 miles in a
day. Dr. Pettapiece's mother accom on the downs three miles east of
panied them. Friday morning they Westbury in Wiltshire, and a third
were invited to the home of Everett at Lulworth near Weymouth in
R. Grieve, Union street, to hear the Dorsetshire. On the top of the
i song “Camden By the Sea." sung White Horse hill in Berkshire is a
by John Taylor, accompanied by Mr. magnificent Roman camp, complete
Grieve on the piano. The sisters en- as if left only a few years ago, and
joyed their visit in Camden so mcuh on the downs at Westbury the
they wished to carry away with them eartfi works are as perfect as any
the music of it. Mrs Pettapiece spon could be found in France from the
sored the party and at her request;
Mr. Grieve played in one. Fisher's World war. As these two horses
Hornpipe and Yankee Doodle, a pro are only a few miles apart, with
their camps, there seems good rea
duction of his own in duet.
Capt. and Mrs. Sanford C. Fabbid’e son for believing the legends told of
and children have returned to their them to be founded in fact. There
home on Mountain street after spend is no doubt that battles were fought
ing a few weeks visiting friends and in that section. Dorsetshire horse
relatives in Washington, D. C. and was cut to commemorate another
New York city. While in New York. event.
they had the pleasure of seeing Presi
dent-elect Franklin D. Roosevelt.
D an ger in G ra in D u it

"No holiday in all our calendar is
comparable to Thankyiving," writes
Mr. Grayson. "There is no holiday
quite like it anywhere in the world, j
I t celebrates no battle, the birthday ,
of no great man, no political revolu
tion, no church ritual. I t is the great |
holiday of common people who have
worked all the year, and now thank j
God humbly for good harvests. We
are not celebrating Washington or
Columbus or the Declaration of Inde-1
pendence—but just the true, good j
tnings, the simple blessings of the soil j
and the common life. Most holidays j
are somehow pagan, and if traced
back are rooted in the dull and bloody
stories of some old war; but Thanks
giving is 'th e holiday of peace, the
celebration of work and the simple
life. You must go back to the old
Greeks for anything to compare with j
it; a true folk-festival that speaks the !
poetry of the turn of the seasons, the I
beauty of seedtime and harvest, the I
ripe product of the year—and the
deep, deep connection of all these
things with God."

Neuritis Pain
Left In Jiffy
D o n ’t e x p e c t n e u r itis or r h e u m a tic p a in s

t o g iv e you n o tic e o f th e ir c o m in g , or to
get
rid o f
th e m
by
u s in g
o r d in a r y
m ed ic in e s.
H u n d red s o f f o lk s h e r e a b o u ts, e s p e c ia lly
t h e old er fo lk s , w i l l t e ll y o u th a t w h en
y o u r lim b s o r j o in t s b e g in to th r o b a n d
j u m p lik e a n a c h in g to o th , th e b e st th in g
t o do i,s a p p ly J o h n s o n ’s A n o d y n e L in i
m e n t a s o f te n a s p o s s ib le . R u b o n g e n tly ,
o r s a tu r a te a n o ld c lo th a n d b in d lig h tly .
Y o u ’ll so o n h a v e g r a t e f u l w a r m th an d
c o m fo r t.
,
.
.
A lib era l b o t tle o f J o h n so n s A n o d y n e
L in im e n t c o s ts o n ly 85< a t d ru g a n d
g r o c e r y s to r e s , o r y o u c a n g e t th r e e tim e s
a s m uch fo r o n ly 6 0 6 B o th w ill k ill y o u r
p a in ju s t as th e y h a v e d o n e fo r th o u sa n d s
s in c e l» 1 0 . w h e n a w is e o ld doctor w r o te
h i s p r e s c r ip tio n fo r J o h n so n s Anodyne

L in im e n t

E v e r y -O th e r -D a y

Rockland C ourier-G azette, Thursday, N ovem ber 24, 1932
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Shells

ONE BILLION
DOLLARS INVESTED
IN' O I L

ECAUSE the wedding

D

invitations should be

mailed two weeks before
the wedding itself, they
m ust be ordered well in
advance. A nd, because
they are so Critically in
spected by their recipi
ents, they must also be
u ltra -co rre ct. Linw eave
W edding Papers can be
shown you at
The Courier-Gazette
Ask to see them

Wi:l)lll5G PAPERS
RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W . TYLER
PHONE 58-23

BURNERS

T H E sh ifting o f heating m eth
ods from solid to liquid fuel
has resulted in th e investm ent of
close to one billion dollars in oil
burners during the past fifteen
years, according to testim ony of
W illia m C. M c T arn a h an , presi
dent o f the P etroleum H e a t and
P ow er Com pany, leading m anu
factu rers in th a t field, before a
congressional com m ittee study
ing the petroleum industry In 
vestments in domestic equip
m ent fo r homes have amounted
to 1525,000,000. Factories and
large buildings have expended
3450,000,000 for in d u s trial heat
ing and power oil burning equip
ment.
"T w en ty years ago there were
ten m anu facturers o f oil burn
ing equipm ent in this country
w ith a to tal ca p ita l Invested of
less than 3500,000," said M r. Mc
T a rn ahan. "N ow there are ap
p roxim ately 600 m anufacturers
o f oil burners w ith over 3100,000,000 o f invested capital. They
have a to ta l o f 10,000 dealers
throughout the country
These
dealers have also invested an ag
gregate o f over $100,000,000, or
something over two hundred
m illio n dollars invested by the
industry.
These dealers and
m anufacturers now give employ
m ent to over 125,000 men direct
ly, and there arc as m any more
engaged in associated lines di
rectly affected by the m anufac
tu re of oil burning equipment.
"There are now close to threequarters of a m illion home own
ers in the U n ited States who
have purchased autom atic oil
burning equipm ent."

Grain dust alone is perfectly
harmless, but when it is mixed with
the right proportion of oxygen the
mixture becomes highly explosive.
Then any kind of external heat
reaching the explosive point of the
dust-oxygen mixture creates rapid
combustion. The heat to create the
explosion may be caused by static
electricity developed from friction,
by defective wiring, by a broken
light bulb, or by the light of a match
or a cigarette. When a mixture of
grain dust and oxygen explodes
there is no wall or roof that can
stand against the terrific blast. Huge
concrete blocks are hurled many
yards by the force of the explosion.

C h arc o t R a n k e d A m o n g
“ P io n e e r s o f M e d ic in e ”

“The glamor surrounding Char
cot In Ills lifetime obscured the true
value of Ills work and of the man
himself. . . .
It is one of life's
little ironies that It was ids faulty
work which, at the time, brought
him world-wide fame and patients
from every class of society, where
as his enduring, pioneer work was
of such a highly technical character
that none but specialists in his own
field could appreciate Its value." So
writes Dr. Claude Lilllngston in one
of his word portraits of "Pioneers
of Medicine" in llygeia Magazine.
In ids Identification of a large
group of.nervous ailments with defi
nite changes in the brain and spinal
eord, Charcot attained scholarly
achievement which assured him a
permanent place In the ranks of
great pioneers of medicine.
In the Salpetriere, a French hos
pital, Charcot was tossed more or
less by chance to care for the In
sane, the epileptic and the subjects
to hysteria. Such an ill-assorted
crowd! Charcot had to forge new
weapons, evolve new principles and
new tests In an effort to do justice
to his patients.
Democratic in principle, Charcot,
on one occasion when a princess
demanded preferential treatment,
exclaimed: "This stranger does not
seem to know we have taken the
bastile."

TO LET

tlonal lines five cents <ach for one time.

♦
♦
♦
R

MODERN five room upper tenement to

Last week Ed. strolled into a certain 10 cents for three times. Six words I let on Middle St. Inquire L. F. CHASE.
make a line.
45 Middle St Tel. 1185-W.
139-141
store, where there was the usual
APARTMENT of six rooms and bath to
crowd, and leaning against the counlet, at 104 North Main St. TEL. 27-M
_________
_____________ 138-tf
Ter he asked Errol for a match. This ♦ --------------------------- . ------------------- ♦
is what followed:
TENEMENT to let on Court St.. $17
♦
month
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS, at PullerErrol. Say, Ed. why don't you start
135-tf
* ♦ ♦ * ♦ ♦ ♦ * ■ * ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ > Cobb-Davis.
a match factory of your own?
PICKED up adrift, skiff. Inquire of
UNFURNISHED apartm ent at 7 Tal
Ed. I don't have to; I know my JAMES
BRAY. Owl’s Head. Me. 141*143 bot Ave. to let. four sunny rooms and
friends.
bath, oil heat. MRS. A. H. JONES.
Phone 576.
137-tf
Errol. Ed. I was a friend to you
4
♦
•
once, but I ain't now. You said I had J
TO LET
At
18
Shaw
Ave.,
four
room
apartm
ent
a goat for a cow.
\■
with bath. This is one of the best lo
Ed. I know I said it. Any cow t h a t .
cations in the city.
gives only three quarts of milk a day
Other desirable rents in all parts of
is a goat. Come up to my barn and
Lump soft coat $7.50; smokeless the city. L. A. THURSTON
I'll show VOU a real COW— 18 quarts is screened lump soft coal. $9.5v: coae, ______________ Tel. 1159________ 141-143
„,h ’ r
th er ndrhf I *>0.50; hard coal. *13 50. J. B. PAULSEN
what I get. r>nlv
Only th
thee oother
night l ,
Tel 34.3
i4i-tf
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment, fur
was milking and my wife says. Ed. I
WA-8Hgt- good Dargaln c; n nace. lights, gas and toilet $5.50 week.
how much milk you got?" "Now," 1 be seen at C. M. P. service building. $22. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
said, “twelve quarts." She says, AUSTIN GARDNER. Tel. 74-M 139-tf ________________________135-tf
TWO GOOD five room houses to let on
"That's enough, I don't want any j CABBAGE for sale. 1 cent a pound; IOC Grove
St. One five room house on Elm
lots delivered H B. SHAW. Pine St..
more—give it away." So you see,1lb
AH modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
Thomaston. Tel. 202-11.________ 140*142 St.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
137-tf
Errol, what a real cow can do for you. ;
CAMP 10x14, good condition, at North
tenem ent five rooms, to
Errol. Ed. are you telling me the Cushing.
Price right for quick sale. L. let.FURNISHED
hot water heat, electric lights, gas,
truth?
WEAVER. Warren. Me.. Route 1.
bath.
Rent reasonable. FLOYD L.
141*143 SHAW.
‘7 sure am, Errol; did I ever tell |
47 North Main 6t. Tel. 422-R.
1926
ESSEX
Tudor
Sedan
In
good
conj
______________________________ 141-tf
you anything that wasn't so?
bare you” have," says Errol: "you I dltlon. ew battery, winter front, four ; SIX ROOM house, Northend, garage,
*
*
dltlon. new battery, winter front, four hot water heat, cheap If taken at once,
told me your pig would weigh 350 Back Cove. Waldoboro, Me.
140’tf by reliable adults. TEL. 520-M from
pounds. I figured it out by your
140-142
DRY hard fitted wood. $8.75 per cord. 5 to 7 p. m
direction and could get only 63 pounds, FRANK ERICKSON, Box 70, R 1. Thom
FURNISHED apartm ent to let at
aston.
Me.
141-143
how do you account for that?"
22’j Elm St., three rooms, kitchenette
"Because, Errol, you figured alto FANCY CHICKENS for sale. Dressed and bath, electric lights, gas and hot
and
delivered.
28c
lb.
GUY
M.
JOHN
water heat. Adults only. (W. T DUN
gether wrong. Dave told me to add SON. Tel. 716-M.
139-141 CAN Tel. 519-J.
141-143
the length, waist measure y id height - y ppLES{or sale McIntosh.
FURNISHED bungalow lor rent. Cen
of my pig, and multiply by four and gweet Nodhead, Delicious; also cab tral location with garage. This house
Is very well furnished with good heating
I would get the exact weight. My pig | bage J. F. CALDERW OOD. U n io n .
138*143 plant, electric range and all modern.
is six feet long, eight feet waist meas- |
Two
minutes to Main St. ROBERT U.
DRY FITTED hard wood, $9.50 cord. COLLINS.
ure and three feet tall. Get your ' $1.40
Agent. 375 Main St.
133-tf
per ft.; Junks $9 cord. V. C
pencil, Errol, and do some figuring, grindi.e, 105 New County road. Tel.
UPSTAIRS flat, five rooms, all modern.
I guess you'll be surprised all right, j 679-x.
140*142 Heated. Call any time. 16 OCEAN ST.
121-tf
B lin d F in d P r o te c tio n
"Ed, next week I'll show you the j
FOR SALE
FIVE ROOM tenem ent to let. modern
weight of your pig. but see here, Ed, Houses. good locations. $1,200 to Improvements.
in S e n s a tio n o f F e a r
DR.
F.
O.
BARTLETT,
41
a story was told here one evening last $10,000
Llmerock St. Tel. 982
131-tf
Twenty farms. $1,050 to $6,000
Fear is the agency that prevents week by a man about your age. and
House lots. $125 to $250
SIX ROOM house to let. all modern,
L. A. THURSTON
blind iteuple from running into ob he said: Years ago. when the Tracy
newly renovated, at 22 Oak St. ALBERT
141-tf S. PETERSON. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Tel. 1159
jects in their path, according to a livery stable was running, a young [
- 130-tf
’ic k horse
and tOD
1929 PC®seat
D coach. 1928
Chevrolet coach,
coupe,
bulletin of tlie Better Vision Insti man
man nh ired
ireaaq hD.ack
norse ana
top huzev
ouggy I rumble
Chevrolet
ROOM tenem ent to let at 7 Broad
tute. The researches of Dr. Vladi to go to Port Clyde to call upon nis Number of other small cars cheap, also St.FIVE
All modern Improvements, garage.
40 and 30x3.50 tires slightly used TEL. 504-J.
128-tf
mir Dolansky, a blind Polish sci girl friend. This turnout was one of 28x4
E. B. LIN8COTT. 73 Crescent St.
TENEMENT,
five rooms to let. modern
entist. published In the quarterly Tracy's best and any young lady,
139-141
ground floor, ready Nov. 1. 9 Suffolk St.
printed for the blind In braille, would be very pleased to get an invi-1 RESTAURANT and Grill for sale, with M
M. GRIFFIN.
125-tf
tables and counter service. Fully
proves that a sensation akin to fear tation to ride in a rig like that. After j booths,
UNFURNISHED apartm ent to let. five
equipped. Now doing business at the
giving
the
young
lady
time
to
get
affects the thousands of hair folli 7eadv thpv C arteri for a lonz ride ! best location on Main St. If Interested rooms, toilet, heater; clean and in good
tney s.artea ior a long rice. ln lre at penobscot grill , city.
repair 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W. 122-tf
cles which cover the face and body, ready,
When they got back it was nearly,
u i» tf
FOUR, six, seven or nine room u n fu r
says the bulletin, and causes the morning, eo bidding the young lady
BARRED ROCKS and Red pullets for nished apartm ent. $15 up. Inquire II
121-tf
feeling of tingling that a blind per good-night he started for Tenant's sale. THELBERT DAY. Washington. Me JAMES ST Tel. 577.
141*lt
son lias when he approaches an ob Harbor. B ^ng tired and sleepy he let
I HAVE furnished rents and ttzfurrents at all prices; also good bar
ject unexpectedly. This reflex only the horse guide himself and went to I RUTEbagga turnips for sale sweet nlshed
.
rs /L v, _
and free from worms, 80c bu.. delivered, gains ln real estate. ROBERT U. COLoccurs when the blind person is not sleep.
121-tf
So the hor^e wandered on w ith c h rist mas trees, any size or price. Order LINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
consciously aware that he is In no one to guide, took what is now the now. Pork is going higher, We have
TWO apartm ents to let at 7 Granite
Will
sell
old
pigs.
St . all modern. Apply A. 8. PETERSON
™“<‘ nine weeks oi
danger. The contracting of the hair Elmore road, instead of going® straight
° i Cheap. ROSE HILL FARM. Owl’s Head FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
131-tf
to the Harbor, went a9 far as he Me Tel 34j _r
139-141
follicles is something like the bris
APARTMENT to ret ln Btcknen Block.
could
go
and
stepped
against
a
board
DRy
flMed
wood
and
Junfcs
under
tling of a cat attacked by a dog,
MRS. B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264.
fence that was across the road. When cover, $10; long, $8 t . j . carroll
131-tf
or of a horse which has smelled a the
young man woke up he saw a ’ Tel. 263-21 or 739-M Rockland.
137-tf
HEATED apartm ents, all modern, four
wolf.
DRY fitted hard wood, junks and cord rooms. Apply a t CAMDEN & ROCK
young chap coming towards him.
131-tf
"These who still have the use of 'Hey! young feller.' he says, ‘can you wood for sale. M. LOFMAN Tel. 263-11 LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
137*142
their eyes are without this sixth tell me where I am?' ‘Yes, sir, you're
FIVB ROOM flat, all modern, 23
NEW AND SECOND HAND Cabinet Fulton St
sense,” continues the bulletin. “Four in Hart's Neck.' But the horse I hired Heaters for coal, oil or wood. Pipe and 240 Broadway.Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
131-tf
out of ten of them do not even have last night was black and now I have pipeless furnaces at reduced prices. A
T. NORWOOD. Warren. Tel. 22. 127-tf
a
white
one.’
‘I
know,
mister,
said
the
the common sense to know that
•* R
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
their eyes themselves need assist chap, but there was a very heavy dew Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
fell last night and it froze as fast as
131-tf
ance.”
it fell, and I think when you get back
--------------n
to Tracy's stable you will have a black
one.’ Now. Ed, do you Ijappen to
SO U TH HO PE
YOUNG college man wants work.
A rm y M u le Losing O u t
who the young man was?"
Good appearance; very capable.
5
The army mule, though more than know
139*141
“I'll tell you, Errol, when you tell I Mrs. Frances Thomas of South GROVE ST.
holding its own in difficult country, me how much my pig weighs next 1Thomaston is housekeeping for C.
NURSES — Attendants — Female, male,
for positions contact Hospitals. In stitu 
is elsewhere fighting a losing battle week. Come on, Steve, we got to have ' L. Dunbar.
tions. anywhere
Write SCHARF BU
against the machine age. Hard- some clams for a chowder.”
Miss Hattie Boggs visited her REAU, 145-155. West 45th, New York.
kicking hoofs are yielding to bal
*
141*lt
cousin Mrs. H. H. Plumer several
loon tires and the cynical bray of
HOUSEWORK wanted by week, day or
days laA week.
hour
Inquire
61
LIMEROCK
ST.
Tel.
ISLE A U H A U T
H. A. Hart is having a bath room 1255-R.
yesteryear is being replaced by the
140*142
installed. W. B. Wentworth of Union
purr of well-oiled motors which
MEN wanted to conduct world re
are not subject to arbitrary balk
nowned Rawleigh Home Service business
Mrs. Elmer Lufkin who has been is the plumber in charge.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Peabody
of
in
or near Cities of Rockland. Waldo
ing.
visiting friends in Rockland and Massachusetts were recent guests of boro,
Counties of Knox. Reliable hustler
The two regiments of regular in Damariscotta has returned home.
can start earning $35 weekly and increase
his mother Mrs. Annie Thorndike.
rapidly.
Write
immediately.
RAW
Roland and Roger Smith returned
fantry forming the First brigade
Mrs. Alice Fish will spend the win- LEIGH CO.. Dept. M£—3 9 -S. Albany.
of the First division have been last week from Stamford. Conn., [ ter at 32 School street. Rockland.
N Y.
141*lt
equipped with motor trucks and mo where they have had employment.
ROOMER wanted, References reMr. and Mrs. Walter Esancy and
Mrs.
L.
C.
Turner
returned
Tues
quired.
MRS.
W.
S.
176
tor cycles, utility cars and truck
family of Augusta recently visited Main St. Tel 874-W KENNISTON.134-tf
trailers. And now the'field and com day from Rockland and Waldoboro at the home of his cousin R. E. Rob
POSITION
wanted
as
caretaker
or
bins.
bat trains of the Sixteentli and where she visited friends
comoanion for old gentleman. Address
Mrs
W.
S.
Grant
entertained
the
F.
GOFF.
East
Union.
Me.
141*143
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Clifford
and
Eighteenth infantry regiments, sta Bury Bee Society last week Wednes
mother Mrs. Laura Clifford of
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Top price.
tioned respectively at Governors is day evening.
\NKIN
Damariscotta were guests Sunday of Will call. Phone 843-W at 131 RAS
land nnd Fort Hamilton, are to be
ST.
140*142
Walter Rich, Leon Small, John I C. L. Dunbar.
motorized.
WHEN you are planning t o sell your
Partridge and Clarence Souther a t
Mr. and Mrs. Farnham of Billerica. chickens
and fowl, call PETER ED
tended the Masonic Lodge in Stoning- ____
Mass., were weekend guests of her WARDS. Tel 806-J. Rockland.
131-tf
ton Saturday night. Mr. Souther was Isister Mrs. H. A. Hart.
POSITION wanted as housekeeper ln
T e m p ta tio n fo r P ep y t
a candidate for the third degree.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hastings of a small family or care of invalid. MABlack Monday was surely as
Rev. Russell Richardson of Woburn. | Warren and E. L. Graves of Rock- RELLE P. CRONE. Rockport. Me. Tel.
141*143
nothing to the Tuesday that follows Mass . a former pastor of Union port were recent callers at A. L. 8611.
an Easter bank holiday, writes a Church, was in town last week to Esancy's.
■«
columnist in the Manchester (E ng) officiate at the marriage of Forrest
Ralph Esancy and mother Mrs.
„
_
___
♦
Guardian. Mr. Pepys felt tlie strain McDonald and Virginia Barbour. Herbert Esancy and Miss Merrill of ♦
of It even under the easier condi Many friends of the young couple South China visited Mrs. Esancy’s ♦
sister Mrs. W. C. Wellman Sunday
tions of the Seventeenth century. wish them a long life of happiness.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Dunham of of last week. Mrs. Eleanor Payson
‘‘To the office,” he recorded on the
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for
by m anufacturer. Samples free. H.
Tuesday of Easter week, 1600, “but. Stonington Visited Mr. and Mrs. For of Hope who had been the guest of sale
A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine. 131-143
her
daughter
Mrs.
Wellman
accomrest
McDonald
last
week
Lord, what a conflict I had with my
Mrs. Harry Smith and sons Ro- | panied them home for a visit there.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
self, my heart tempting me a thou
Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
C. B. Fish and daughter Mrs. Lula land
land. Roger, Donald and Tcmmy mo
solicited.
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
sand times to go abroad about some tored to Portland Monday.
Rhodes of Camden were at W. B.
131-tf
pleasure or other.”
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Curtiss and son j Fish’s last week.
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
For the encouragement of many George are visiting Charles Hamil
Friends in this place of Lawrence $10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON, West
131-tf
he was able to add; “However, I ton.
Morton of East Union, who con Rockport. Tel 8011 Camden.
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop.
did not budge, and, to my great con
Herman Coombs who has been em- tinues very ill at Knox Hospital, are Body.
wood, top and glass work, welding,
ployed on the yacht Ardea arrived | anxiously hoping to hear of his im- sp-pylng
tent, did a great deal of business.”
and fender work. TEL. 466-M.
provement.
home from New York last week.
131-tf
Larkin
Thorndike
was
very
fortu
The Busy Bee Society meets this j
N a tio n a l H o rie Show
week a t the home of Elizabeth Rich. nate after a few hours hunting to se
Mrs. Ciara Barter who has been cure a deer in this vicinity.
The formation of the National
Horse Show of America, controlling confined to the house with a bad cold 1 M. H. Bowley and Fred M. Merripast week, is now able to be ou! I
company with Jeptha Curtis
body for the sport, came about ln the
a_ain
: and Joseph Pushaw are on a hunt188S, as the result of friendly ar K '
I ing trip this week at Newport and
TWENTY ACRE farm for sale, good
guments as to which nwn, among
buildings, lights and water in house,
I vicinity.
near city. $2100. V. F. STUDLEY, 69
the wealthy group In that era,
Campaign interchanges between |
Park-St. Tel. 1080.
132-tf
owned the best trotter, the best rival candidates, writes a political
Rackets cost the United States more
HOUSE and lot at Pleasant Gardens
pacer, the best Jumper, and so on. commentator, are less acrimonious than the war did. according to the for sale, rent plan, $650. V. F. STUD
132-tf
The Initial show was In old Madison than they used to be. Instead of giv- estimate of G L. Hofstetter. And the LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
Square garden, New York, on Octo ing tit for tat, we suppose, they are I chance of getting any of the money
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
ber 22 to 20, 1883. The democracy now content to just give tu t for tut. j back is equally faint.—The New
j Yorker. ,
Whereas. Leroy D. Perry of Rockland.
of the show was evidenced by the —Boston Herald.
County of Knox and State of Maine, by
fact that although the main idea
his mortgage deed, dated May 2d. 1927.
and recorded in the Knox Registry of
was to settle supremacy between
Deeds. Book 206, Page 345. conveyed to
I "•
blooded horses, all types of horses
the Rockland Loan & Building Associa
4
*
tion.
a corporation legally organized and
were Invited to participate.

LOST A N D FO U N D ;

FOR SALE

W A N TED

*
♦

MISCELLANEOUS

REAL ESTATE

Sycamore a F ig Species

M y ite r y S tory

The true sycamore tree, not the
buttonwood which is termed tlie
sycamore In this country, is, ln
fact, a member of the fig family and
is quite common in Egypt. Its wood
is of a particularly lasting nature
and was employed by tlie ancient
Egyptians for the manufacture of
mummy cases.
The sycamore of this country has
found great popularity as a shade
tree nnd its wood, while none too
strong, lias found considerable use
because of its •beautiful grain in
the manufacture of furniture and
cigar boxes.

This was in the days when motor
cars were new, and automobillng
was an adventure, not a pleasure.
Tlie family all had set out in the
new car for a long trip of 15 miles,
nnd mother was getting quite ner
vous as they bowled along. They
stopped at an inn for lunch, and
when they started again father no
ticed a noise in the motor.
“Good land! The engine's miss
ing,” he exclaimed. Mother's worst
fears were realized, and she sput
tered :
"Now, who could have taken
that?”

Knowledge the people are now
‘The first thing a lion tamer has to
learn,” says a circus-owner, “is to acquiring in relation to holding cornkeep on the right side of the panies has been paid for in a d v a n c e animals.” We ourselves instinctively Toledo Blade,
choose the outside.—Punch.
Georgia woman has lived to the age
Would a reference to certain of 101 without seeing any automobiles.
deflated investments as “public futili And if she sees them in time she may
ty” stocks be a case of adding Insull to live still longer.—New York Evening

injury?—Chicago Daily News.

In E verybody’s Column ’

Advertisements in this column not^toi
Those Tenant's Harbor Birds Indulge
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
In Some Further Conversation
cents, three times fo” o0 cents. Addl- K * * * * * * * — — «*•*■*•*■*

Journal.

,

R IG H T
H IS

ON

TOES

A peppy pup, bright, chummy
and full of fun . . .
Because he eab CALO.the scien
tifically balanced food that in
sures perfect health. CALO ends
all feeding worries and bother.
F«EE BOOKkfTI "Hie Moetw’e Chalco Miate
• a Training and Cara af Doge.” W rita far Ik

CALIFORNIA ANIMAL PRODUCTS C O „ 7*3 FHM, * « - t U - V** CHr

CALO
D O G cind CAT F O O D

♦

having its place of business at said
Rockland. Knox County. Maine, a cer
tain lot or parcel of land with the build
ings thereon, situated in Rockland, and
bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
Beginning on the northerly side of
Willow Street at its junction with Fogg
Street; thence by said Willow Street,
N 58’ 30’ W.. seventy-five (75) feet,
more or less, to stake and stones; thence
N. 29 15' E. ninety (90> feet to stake and
stones; thence S. 60° 49’ E. about eighty
(801 feet to said Fogg Street; thence by
said Fogg Street, ninety-two (92) feet
to the bounds begun at. •
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken:
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof said Rockland
Loan & Building Association claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
In witness whereof, the said Rock
land Loan & Building Association has
caused this Instrum ent to be sealed with
its corporate seal and signed in its cor
porate name by Harry O. Gurdy, its Sec
retary. thereunto duly authorized, this
23d day of November ln the year of
one thousand nine hundred and thirtytwo.
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSO
CIATION
By HARRY O. GURDY. its Secretary.
|Corporate Seal]
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS.
Nov. 23d. 1932.
Personally apneared the above named
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made
oath to the tru th of the foregoing notice
of foreclosure, in his said capacity.
EDWARD K. GOULD
141-Th-147

Justice of the Peace.

R ockland C ourier-G azette, T hursday, N ovem ber 24, 1932

Every-Other-Day

O C l ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery will
ing departures and arrivals, this depart have as holiday guests Mrs. Marian
ment. especially desires inform ation of
social hanpenlnsrs. parties, musicals, etc. Cobb Puller of Augusta and sen
Notes sent bv mall or telephone will be Nathan of Bowdoin College.
Rlndiv received.
TELEPHONE ............... ............... 770 or 794

Miss Helen McIntosh closes her
home a t The Highlands the latter
part of the week and will be with
Mrs. Asenath Achorn, 17 Lindsey
street, for the winter. Mrs. Azora
Clark who has been with Miss McIn
tosh during the summer will return
to her home in South Thomaston.

, Commander and Mrs. C. P. Snow
will have with them for Thanksgi'ing
Eav Prin. Sydney Snow and family
of Rockport.

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat of W in
terport will be guests of Dr. and Mrs
William Ellingwood, Talbot avenue,
for the holiday.

Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley of [ Mr- and Mrs. M. F. Loveloy and
North Haven were in the city Mon- daughters Avis and Priscilla are
; spending the holiday with relatives in
_
I Portland.
Fred Carver and James Talbot of I
Caroline, daughter of Dr. and
North Haven were in the city Mon
Mrs. Emery Howard, Rankin street,
day.
celebrated her fourth birthday Mon
Mrs. Otis Witham, daughter Eileen day by entertaining several young
and son Harold of Damariscotta l friends. The Thanksgiving season
was reflected In decorations, a favor
Mills were in the city Monday.
being presented to each guest.
Misses Errga Peltrolla and Flor Dorothy and Nancy Howard and
ence Nelson recently visited friends Mary Perry assisted in games. Caro
line received many nice gifts. Her
in Whitefield.
guests were Diane and Clifford
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Nelson and Cameron, Meredith and Erwin Spear,
Mrs. Toivoo Helenne left Saturday Jane Perry, Donald French, Janet
for Mrs. Nelson's hom^, in Presque Smith, Patricia Perry, Earl Smith.
Isle. They expect to be there three Earline Perry, Vance Norton, Jr. and
Albert Havener, Jr.
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer and
Principal and Mrs. Joseph E.
Blaisdell will have as guests Thanks children, Jean, Joyce and Kent, will
giving Day Mrs. Blaisdell’s parents, spend the holiday and weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Davenport of relatives iru Pittsfield.
Sidney.
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch and
Miss Ervilla Stoddard of Rockland daughter Eleanor, accompanied by
and Easthampton, Mass., will spend Mr. and Mrs. Taylor of Tenant’s H ar
the holiday and weekend with Mr. bor. have gone to Worcester to spend
and Mrs. A. L . Oeijood 'in Pittst- the holiday with Mr. Kalloch’s son
Charles.
field, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson of
W. E. Morgan will spend the holi
Avon, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. day with his family at The High
Thomas Venner of Boston and lands, returning to Bridgeport F ri
Thomaston are to be guests for the day.
holiday cf Mr. and Mrs. Ernest P.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, Jr.,
Jones. Ocean street.
will have as Thanksgiving guests Mr.
Mrs. Lillian McRae will have with and Mrs. Wiibur Senter and family
her for family Thanksgiving dinner of Brunswick, and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody Jr., Mr. and E. Murray Senter of Wiscasset.
Mrs. Benjamin Watts of W arren, and
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Scott of Eden
L. E. McRae and family.
Park. R. I., and Mrs. Wilder Moor and
Mr. ar.d Mrs. T. C. Stone went to daughter Theresa of Warren were
Ccrnish to spend the holiday and guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Sher
man Tuesday.
weekend with relatives.
Les Camarades Musicaux of Bath
Cel. and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson will
ac Thanksgiving dinner guests of will present an exchange program be
Miss Helen McIntosh a t T he High fore the Rubinstein Club Friday eve
ning at 8 o’clock in the Unlversallst
lands.
vestry. Each member is privileged to
William Wincapaw Jr. has as guest invite one guest. The Bath organiza
tonight Edward White on his way tion is one of the outstanding musical
from University of Mains to his home clubs in the State and the program
they will present will be one of dis
in Vinaihaven for the holiday.
tinction.
MT. and Mrs. George E. Dunton,
son Robert and daughter Margaret,
Mrs. H. J. Keating, Mechanic
and C. E. Gilley will spend the holi street, was hostess to the Wawenock
day with Dr. and Mrs. Philip Gilley Club Monday evening, when the
Study subject of “Maine," was car
a t Southwest Harbor.
ried on in papers presented by Mrs.
Almon Bird, who has been with Fanny Norton on "The Story of
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ames, Elm street, Baron Castine,” and by Mrs. Oora
has taken rooms at the home of Mrs. Snow on “Legehds of Maine.” Re
sponse to roll call was made by
Minnie Rober®. Maple street.
quotations pertaining to Maine, and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Hewett the usual study of current events
and sons have taken apartm ents at and the question box was conduct
the Foss House for the winter.
ed. The next meeting will be with
Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Mank and
daughter Lucille were in Bath Sun
Miss Eleanor Bird arrives from
day.
Old Town to spend Thanksgiving
and the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall are to Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird, Broad
spend the holiday in Portland with way.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leavitt.
Lucille, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss are guests Myron Mank, was hostess to several
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taber, Bos little friends Monday to celebrate
ton, for Thanksgiving.
her fifth birthday. A color scheme
of orange and black was carried out
Dr. and and Mrs. Neil A. Fogg will in decorations, and a favor was pre
entertain as Thanksgiving Day sented to each guest. Neil Brown
guests Dr. Fogg's mother, Mrs. Le won.honors for pinning on the cat's
titia Fogg of Freeport, and Mr. and tail. Lucille received many nice
Mrs. Neal K. Randall of Belmont, gifts. Her guests were Sandra Hal•Mass.
Idweli, Natalie Post, Neil Brown,
Robert MacWilliams and Donald
Mr. and .Mrs. H. Laton Jackson Snowman. Mrs. Mank was assisted
and children will spend Thanksgiv by Mrs. Edwin Post.
ing in Bath with relatives. Mr. Jackson Will go on a hunting trip, while
Miss Alice Sonntag, student a t Miss
Mrs. Jackson and the children re Wheelock’s School, Cambridge, will
main for a week’s visit.
be at home for the holiday and
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palm er and
daughter Joyce motored to Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Herman H art will
for the weekend.
have as dinner guests for the holi
day Mr. and Mrs. Karl Toner and
Miss Etta Brown and friend Miss I sons Albert and Karl of Lewiston
Thelma Smith of Augusta, filing and' Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and
clerks at the State House, were son Charles.
weekend guests of Miss Brown's
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Mrs. Lelia Benner, who is confined
Rankin, Cedar street.
to her home on Camden street by
illness, is gaining encouragingly.
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts and
and Mrs. Alfred Hocking of St.
George and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Miss Fay Hodgkins of Houlton, will
Joy were recently at the home of Mr. spend the holiday and weekend with
Joy’s mother at Cranberry Lsle. One Mr. and Mrs. David Hodgkins, Cam
object of the trip was a coot hunting den street. Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts
expedition, which netted 17 of the will spend a portion of their visit
birds. “Alf” confesses to firing so with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts,
many shots that one of the residents Masonic street.
of the island wanted to know if
Mrs. E. R. Veazie gave a 1 o’clock
Bunker Hill Day was being observed.
luncheon and bridge Monday a t her
home on Talbot avenue, honoring
The card party given by Miriam Mrs. Mary Veazie who attained 80
Rebekah Lodge Tuesday evening at years on th a t date. TJhe guests were
Odd Fellows hall had 15 tables of members of the Speech Readers
whist and one of “500." T he prize Club, in which Mrs. Veazie has old
winners were Aime Beaudoin, Mrs. and new friends, all holding a warm
Streeter Webster, Mrs. Olive M. Syl affection for her who is one of the
vester, Mrs. I. J. Shuman. Dot Stew club’s most valued members. Chrys
art, Mrs. C. A. Jenkins, Mrs. Willis anthemums predominated in table
Anderson, Miss Ruth Rogers, Mrs. decorations, -with the dainty place
Cross,” Harold Marshall, Mrs. Mida cards in the form of maple leaves,
Packard, Miss Celia Brault, Harry further carrying out the autumn
French, Mrs. Cunningham, Mrs. note. Bridge honors were won by
Hester Chase, Mrs. H arry French, Mrs. Charles McKinney, Mrs. Frank
Annie Deane. Mrs. John Thompson. Butler and Mrs. Elizabeth Haines.
Mrs. Ralph Smith, Adelaide Butman. Mrs. Veazie received many individual
Mrs. Flanagan, Mrs. H attie Davies, gifts from the club. Those present
Miss Virginia Post, Miss Madlene were Mrs. Freeman F. Brown, Miss
Rogers, Eda Marshall, Wilbur Tay Helen Carr, Mrs. N. L. Witham, Mrs.
lor and Annie Aylward.
Haines, Mrs. Frank Hewett, Mrs. A.
J. Crockett, Mrs. J. C. Hill, Miss
Jrs. Vinnie M. Stuart, Mrs. M. T. Maud Marsh, Mrs. Ralph Ayers, Mrs.
land and Mrs. Emma Savage of Flora Lovejoy, Mrs. Butler, Mrs.
na were Wednesday guests of Mrs. Charles Watts, Miss Helen Fuller,
Miss Olive Gilchrist, Mrs. Margue
rest Pinkerton, Simmons street.
rite MacAlman, Miss Mary A. Smith
and Mrs. McKinney; also Mrs. Mae
“I never knew what happiness was Cushing of Hamilton, Ont„ who Is
until after I was married," stated a Mr. and Mrs. Veazie's house guest.
screen idol. People shouldn’t brood The hostess was assisted in serving
over the past.—Atlanta Constitution. by Mrs. Wyman Foster,

SAL AD A TEA
Prices R educed
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C him ney Corner
Chat
Adella F. Veazie

15® ^ lb .
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When in a former article I wrote
of the Blackington children who
lived just "above" me near my old
home at the foot of the mountain, it
did not occur to me that there are
doubtless very few who remember
the house, as the lot has been vacant
for many years and the printer for
some unknown reason changed the
word “above” to “below,” knowing
I presume, th at there are families of
The Same Finest Q u ality
442
that name half a mile cr so below
on the other road.
The house to which I referred was
A C A L L T___
O PR» A Y ER
W ARREN
almost within a stone’s throw of my
home, oh th at high corner lot near
Not D ism ayed By Confidence The Harmony Club is giving a the junction of the so-called “new
“donkey party" Friday evening at the road" and the Benner road. Houses
of the W ets, Says the W . Congregational Chapel at 7.30. move sometimes, and this one did, or
Every one welcome, and a small ad  rather was moved. I was out of town
C. T. U. President
mission fee charged to plan for two at the time, but I have been told i
baskets of food to be given away af that it was moved to the Collins lot, I
“COURAGE IS OUR WORD"
Christmas time.
to form a frame work for the new j
The war Is still on.
Sunday morning a t the Baptist house now occupied by Clarence and I
We have lost a battle.
That does not mean we have lost the Church the pastor’s subject will be Alice Wyllie.
war.
• »*»
The Eighteenth Amendment still holds. “On Duty—While the Master Is
Away;” Bible School at noon; Chris
If some of these old houses could
It is in the constitution.
The W. C. T. U. has nailed its colors to tian Endeavor at 6; fo’lowing the speak they could tell strange stories.
the mast.
opening service of praise at 7, Rev There were seven girls in this fami
We will continue to advance.
Howard A. Welch will speak on “A ly. and though I lost track of them
We refuse to retreat.
—Ella A. Boole. , Venture of Faith.”
after they broke up, I have been told
• • **
Sidney Copeland accompanied by that every one died and left the
A Call to Prayer
O:car Starrett attended the Rock mother alone in her old age. I know
We are not dismayed by the results land Commandery inspection, at Ma that several died of tuberculosis be- |
of the election nor by the confidence sonic Temple Monday evening
fore I moved to my present home,
of the wets th a t the present short
ar.d at that time there seemed no
Guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
session of the Coi^ress will legalize
possible way to prevent flies from I
Judscn
Garnet
were
Mrs.
Ethel
Gar
beer.
tormenting sick people, as we had ’
"More things are wrought by net of Rockland and Mias Elizabeth never heard of screens and I think '
Garnet
of
Portland.
prayer than this world dreams of" |
this must be the reason so many
and we hereby call upon the churches j Mr. and Mrs, John Gilmore of old-fashioned nurses insisted on
and temperance organizations to Wcclwich and Mr. and Mrs. Adclbert darkening a sick room and keeping
join with the Woman’s Christian Hall of Bath were callers Sunday all the windows closed. Well do I
Temperance Union in definite prayer afternoon on W. E. Hahn and Miss- remember seeing neighbors, when
on Monday December 5, that the de Susic Hahn.
expecting company, darken the front
vices for the restoration of beer may
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gordon were room and go about with an apron
come to naught and that enforce guests Sunday cf Mr. Gordon’s niece or a towel, whisking flies from the
ment may be strengthened, not | Mrs. Hercules Brown, at Somerville.
room. Just before sitting down to
weakened.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Tolman of supper the apron or towel would
Let the local W.C.T.U. call the peo Winthrop, visited Mr. and Mrs. Wil again be called into requisition and
ple together a t a stated time and liam Lawry Sunday.
whisked about over the table in order
place with an abiding faith that our. Callers Sunday on George Teague to discourage the swarms of flies,
God hears and answers prayer.
and Mrs. Evelvn Vining were Mr. and which stayed discouraged only long
Ella A. Boole.
Mrs. Charles Tavlor of South Hope •enough for the guests to get fairly
Mrs. Chester Castner spent the day seated, when back they would come,
Mrs. E. L. Dunbar of Lowell, Mass., Sunday with her sister Mrs. Lizzie tumbling over one another and fall
is guest of her sister, Mrs. F rtd R.cbinson in Rockland.
ing into the milk pitcher, the cups
French, and other relatives over the
Three baskets, each containing a of hot tea and even into the baby’s
holiday.
squash, turnip, cabbasc. pumpkin, mouth sometimes.
• *• •
two pounds of lard, meat, ten peunds
Mrs. R. K. Snow of Ocean avenue, of sugar, can of coffee, can of
What wonder that people had ty
was hostess to the Sleeper Bible Class peaches, a peck of potatoes, onions, phoid, diphtheria and other “mys
Monday afterncon.
raisins, rice, cereal ar.d soda were terious dispensations of Providence?"
by members of the Har It is a wonder to me that any one
George E. Cross the veteran Grand distributed
lived at all. I have heard it said
Army man, whose activity belies his mony Club for Thanksgiving.
that everybody is a crank on some
Mrs.
Edwin
Emerson
and
Miss
years, has returned to North Cam
subject, and I have always been free
Raychel
Emerson
entertained
at
con
bridge, Mass., after a week's visit with
to confess a certain “crankiness” on
tract bridge, followed by dinner Sat several
subjects, among which flies
relatives here.
urday evening. Mrs. Laura Starrett, stand out
most prominently. I can
Mrs.
Abbie
Newbert
and
Mrs.
Fannie
cuddle a nest full of mice against
Miss Stella Comery and John F. Sul
WyllieThe
regular
bridge
club
met
my cheek just as I would a kitten,
livan are spending the holiday in Mil
and I often encourage a nice clean
ford, N. H„ as guests of Mr. and Mrs. in the evening.
Mrs
Lea
Boucher,
Miss
Dube
and
spider to build his web in my
Charles Foster.
Mr. St. Jean of Lewiston were guests kitchen; but a filthy brute of a fly
Mr. and Mrs Phil Jones are on a Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell Will drive me from whatever I hap
pen to be doing until I have seen him
trip which has given them an abund Jr.
Tlie young people of the Baptist properly “swatted."
ant opportunity to see Eastern foot
Church
served
a
fine
baked
bean
sup
But let me ramble back to my
ball. The games which they have al
ready witnessed are Bates vs. Colby, per Monday evening at the Mont starting place, and to the houses
Harvard vs. Holy Cross and Yale. gomery rooms to the Gamma Beta that move. It seems only a few years
Harvard and Yale 153-pounders, boys and the Girls' Club, 30 partak ago that the Manly Lampson house
Harvard and Yale junior varsity, ing. with Rev. and Mrs. Howard which now stands just below me on
English vs. Commerce. H S.. Eoston; Welch and Chester Wyllie as special Rankin street, was moved from near
Following the supper, Rev. the corner of Sherer’s Lane when
and Green Bay Packers vs. Boston
and New York. Today they will see Mr. Welch spoke on the meaning of the quarry was opened there, and the
I New York University vs. Carnegie Thanksgiving, after which games garden itself, or a great portion of it,
were played.
{took a stroll ln the same direction.
Tech.
Mis. Fdwin Emerson, Mrs Mar Both Manly and' his step-mother
Miss Mabel Fernald i? in Eangor. garet Sawyer, Miss Evelyn Sawyer, were great lovers of flowers and had
where her friend Miss Georgia H ark and Miss Raychel Emerson Were collected quantities of shrubbery and
ness recently underwent a surgical guests Monday at a dinner bridge perennials which they could not bear
given at the Legion Hail in Union bv to give up, so a few at a time they
operation.
Mrs. Fmma Norwood of Warren and were transferred to the new loca
Mrs. Ruth Sewall entertained four her sister Mrs. Alice Rcbbins of tion. It was “Gram" Lampson whe
tables of whist at her home on Gurdy Union. There were nine tables fol- gave me my first lessons in botany
street. Refreshments were served, 1owing the dinner, honors going to and my first impetus toward calling
prizes were won by Grace Jameson, Mrs. Caroline Williams. Mrs. Hazel flowers by their right names, instead
Elizabeth Wallace and Capt. Bewail, Parsons, Mrs. Sarah Pinkham and of using so many meaningless local
names.
the consolation being won by Ruth Mrs. Blanche Hager.
• *• •
Sewall. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Hattie MacFarland is spend
The Leonard Benner house, now
Mrs. Amray Sewall, Mr. ,and Mrs. ing the winter with her sister Miss
occupied by the Haskell family, near
Lloyd Jamesoh, Mr and Mrs. Paul Ermina Williams.
Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. Edward SukeMiss Alice Wplter was the guest of .he head of Middle street, used to
forth, Mrs. Helena Coltart, Mrs. Wal relatives in Rockland for the week land on .the Old County road, near
ly across the street from the Dean
lace Weed. Mrs. Albert Sewall. Mrs. end.
•
Mabel Demmons, Al. Sewall, Carl
The Sons of Union Veterans aux and Bartlett houses. The opening
Sewall. Mr. and Mrs Myron Young iliary enjoyed a bountiful Thanksgiv of. the quarry made it necessary to
and Mrs. Ruth Sewall.
ing dinner preceding the meeting Nov. move this, and later the McLain
22 prepared under the supervision oi house, now occupied by Clarence
shared the same fate.
Mrs. William Stickney who always Ulinet;.
my father moved from Hope
assures a good meal. A dinner.pre- to When
FRI.-SAT.
Rockland we went into the cham
cedes every meeting, a committee be bers
of th e so-called Sprague house,
ing appointed to look out for the which I think very few can now re
hearty fcod, and very littl? soliciting member. It stood just above Les
being done. Each member furnishes Ross’ present home, about where the
what, she wishes as she goes to the road starts into the gravel pit. I
dinner.
Rev. H. I. Holt was called to Cam
den Wednesday afternoon to officiate
FRI.-SAT.
at the funeral service for the late
Emery A. Kimball.

S a la d a
B ed L abel

30c ^ lb .

4 5 c % lb .
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Miss Maud Quinn will visit relatives
and friends in her home city, Worces
ter, Mass., over the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring Athearn and
sons are moving to their farm, for
merly occupied by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Athearn.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols and
family will spend the Thanksgiving
holidays in Woburn, Mass.
The fine weather of last Sunday
aided in bringing out a good sized
audience who listened with much in
terest to a sermon by Rev. Mr. Welch
of Rockland a t True's hall. Mrs.
Ralph Wentworth and Miss Stahl
added much to the musical part ot
the service. Next Sunday the towns
people and all friends are invited
to another service a t 2.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gould and Mrs
Addie Bills of Camden and H. H
Payson of Rockland were in town
Sunday. They attended church serv
ice and greeted old friends.

TA N K S to the growing popularity
of the world cruise, A m ericans
are learn ing more about the rest of
the w orld than ever before, accord
ing to D eane H . Dickason, noted
travelogue lecturer and movie direc
tor, 'who sails on the coming cruise of
the Augustus, of the Ita lian Line, the
world’s largest motorship.
Among other strange facts gleaned
from a world cruise, M r. Dickason
poftits out, the average A m erican
learn s:
The v orld’s first five and ten-cent
store idea was developed by the “ bitm an’’ o f Madeira. Th at the only
monkeys living wild in Europe are
found on the steep side of the Rock
of G ib ra ltar. T h at from Genoa, home
of Columbus, who crossed the A tla n 
Lido d e c k o f t h e A u g u s t u s w ith
tic from Spain in 70 days, now comes
the new R ex and Conte di Savoia,
m any n ovel f e a t u r e s A b ove—
which m ake the same crossing in four
T h e A u g u stu s. A t r ig h t —D e a n e
and a h a lf days. That Vesuvius rea lly
II. D ic k a s o n .
consists of two peaks, only one of
which has developed the smoking
habit. T h a t the police of T rip o li ride
pan has an island so sacred that
cn camels. T h a t the mosque of Om ar,
births and deaths are not allowed
en the site of the ancient Tem ple of
there. That old P anam a was once
Solomon, is not a mosque and w as not
the richest city in the W estern H em 
built by Om ar. Th at India, w ith a pop
isphere, and that no trave ler ever
ulation o f 320 million has two m illion
suffered from loneliness in Havana.
A world-cruise ship of the size and
gods and worships them all. T h a t the
speed of the Augustus, M r. Dickason
Taj M ahal, world's costliest tomb, was
c*ected to perpetuate the m em ory of
declares, makes it possible for the
a “perfect w ife .’’ That Penang has a
traveler of today to see and learn as
cnake temple^ where sacred reptiles
much of the world in fo u r months as
are cared for. That in the best circles
the traveler of past decades was abb;
of B ali, Island of Paradise, a young
to learn and see in a lifetim e. The
man elopes w ith his bride and is m a r
Augustus leaves N e w Y o rk January
r e d a fte r the honeymoon. T h a t Chop
14, sailing eastward v ia the Mediter- | Sea, Pacific and Panam a C anal, arranean, Suez, In d ia n Ocean, China | riving at N ew Y ork M a y 23rd.
Saey is unknown in China. T h a t Ja-

T

! Miss I cis Prior of Loudville, Miss
Marjorie Nash of Jefferson and Miss
Burnette Bailey of Woolwich are
Rev. and Mis. Joseph Moulton, who j members
Mr. and Mrs. Garwin Smith and
of the Senior field hockey
daughter of East Orrington were have been living in Rahuri, India, for team.
12 years, spoke Tuesday morning on
guests Sunday at A G. Pitman’s.
Earle Achorn of Rockport has teen
Ethel M. Perry spent a few days the political situation in India. Mrs chosen as a member of the boys’ Glee
this week with her cousin Shirley C ar Moulton spoke of the social life situ Club. .
ations of the untouchable and upper
gill in Warren.
Mire I.cuisc Dolliver of Rockland
Mrs. Emma A. McCorrison arrived caste women in India. Rev. Moul'on
a table party given in East
home Tuesday from Knox Hospital told what Mahatma G andhi has done j attended
dining loom Monday.
• »• •
to help the depressed classes in India J Hall
Mrs. Celia Gross is spending'the
to have a place in their government
Celebrate Silver Wedding
He told of meeting Mr. Gandhi on Thanksgiving vacation with her
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy N. MooJj a third class trajn at 4 o’clock in the sister Mrs. A M. Jenncss of Newport,
(Ethel Tobey of Augusta) who were morning and commented on his gcod N. H .
married 25 years azo in that city by nature. Mr. Moulton believes Mr.
Rev. Henry Dunnack. celebrated their Gandhi is living 50 years ahead of
STRAN D TH EA TR E
silver wedding a t their home here his time and that his work will be the
Sunday.
A chicken dinner was result of a gradual rise toward a dem
Fifteen stars are cast together in
served at noon to 24 friends and rela ocratic government in India.
.
"If I Had n Million,” coming Friday
tives and was thoroughly enjoyed. A
A three-act comedy drama, “White , and S a’urday.
beautifully decorated cake made by
a Portland caterer was presented by Hyacinths” by Gladys Black Wilcox
The stars are Gary Cocper, George
two of Mrs. Mqody's sisters. Among was presented by the Boston p'.a;ers! Raft,
Wynne
Gibson,
Charles
the gifts were one-half dozen soup Wednesday evening.
One of the series of interebss Laughton, Jack Oakie, Frances Dee,
spoons, silver gravy ladle, silver bread
plate, box of chocolates, luncheon games was played in Russell Hall Charlie Ruggles, Alison Skipworth,
set, linen buffet set and other articles. gymnasium between the M d-Sen 0'S W. C. Field:, Mary Boland. Roscoe
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. C. and Juniors. The Mid-Seniors won Karr. May Robson, Gene Raymond.
W. Cummings. Mrs. Doris Black and 24-21. Richard Clifford of Vinai Lucien Littlefield and Richard Ben
son Philip, Mrs. Nellie Bradford and haven played guard for Mid-Seniors nett. They play in the story of an
son Alden, Mrs. Addie Tobey and and Keith Ciockett o ' Roekport eccentric old millionaire, who dis
tributes his fortune among nine per
daughter Maxine, all of Augusta; Mr. played forward for Juniors.
and Mrs. Thomas Olson and daughter
Marjorie Cutts of Boothbay Harbor, sons whose names he chooses at ran
of Brunswick; Miss Rut{i Olney of Margaret Reilly and Lillian Wal’aee dom from a telephone directory.
Searsmont; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph of Pemaquid attended a party of the One of the beneficiaries is an exMoody, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody practice teachers from Westbrcok vaudcville actress; another, a lady
and sons and daughters, Lucy, Nel Tuesday evening.
of dubious oast, a third, a rowdy
son, Ruth, Lawrence and Warren. It
Mrs. Celia Grass of Waldoboro en Marine; another, a young husband;
was a very pleasant occasion and I tertained the members of her table at another, an abused clerk in a china
many best wishes were extended Mr. bridge Thursday evening, lollowed by shop; another, a condemned mur
and Mrs. Moody for long years of a steak supper.
derer only a few hours from the
happy wedded life.
A dance was held In Center Sat electric chair; another, an inhabitant
urday evening sponsored by "The of an Old Ladies’ Home; another,
a forger being sought by police; and
was only two years old, so I cannot Fellers Orchestra." Keith Crockett of the last, an underdog in an office.
remember anything about it until a Rockport is a member.
A fire drill was held Thursday eve Tragedy and comedy follow in wake
few years later. I think the m an’s
of the gifts.—adv.
name was Eli, but am not sure, but ning. Both Robie and East Hall were i
there were two daughters. Emma and vacated in 214 minutes.
Miss Harriette Trask of Rockland
Ellen, whom I recall in later years.
When the house was moved, I re attended a party given by Miss Ina i WILLIAM E, D O R N A N
member standing at the windows ol Woodward, matron, Thursday eve
& S O N , Inc.
the house where Fred Brown now ning in honor of Mrs, Edward Guptill
Friday for her winter home j
lives, and counting the yokes of oxen who’left
C
em
etery M em orials
attached to the house and drawing in Ntw York.
EAST UNION, MAINE
Miss
Helen
Brett
of
Oxford
w
as1
it along the Old County road toward
Middle street. I had never seen a weekend guest of Miss Winifred I amb
house moved before and it was a of Lincolnville.
wonderful sight to me.

GORHAM NO RM A L

A P P L E T O N R ID G E
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It is still insisted by Japan that it
is not interested in annexing Man
churia. Nor is Washington, as far as
we know, any longer concerned over
the Louisiana P urchase—Detroit
News.
At the request of many Judge f
Gould has had his recent historical ]
writings printed in book form. Col. ]
Mason Wheaton, Revolutionary Of- |
fleer and Captain of Industry, |
pamphlet, 75 cents. (Rare, but 30
copies printed). British and Tory
Marauders on the Penobscot, cloth ■
bound with index and portrait, $1.50.
Send orders to Edward K. Gould,
Rockland, Maine.
126-Th-132

Noted Travelogue Lecturer
Tells o f Many Strange Facts to
Be Learned on World Cruise

I was never quite sure of the num 
ber of oxen, but got the impression
that there were seventeen yokes.
That seems a good many now. but I
have been told by men who are con
versant with the process th a t this
number was nothing unusual and
that I was probably right or nearly
so. The house was pointed out to
me some years later—during my
High School days, I think—on Ma
sonic street, and may still be there
as I have never heard anything to
the contrary.
It is interesting to note how a
change of location, even in a shed,
seems to alter the whole outlook. 1
first noticed this when the barn at
my old home was moved from the
roadside to a position near the end
of the house. As I pass the place
now, nothing looks familiar, and I
can hardly realize that I lived there
until I was well past fifteen years
old.

N o t T o o E a r ly
To S h op F or
C h r is tm a s
SEE O U R HOLIDAY C ARDS
W e sell P arch m en t Cards w ith Envelopes for only a
P enny— T h in k of i t !
w e are p roud to say that our C hristm as assortm ent

F O R SALE

[

is the best ev er and our prices are astonishingly low!

RUUD

TODAY
LEO CARILI.O
in
“DECEPTION"

PAR
A Paramount Publix Theatre

Instantaneous Autom atic

G A S HOT W ATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New

Can Be Seen At Thia Office
130-tf

E. B. CROCKETT
5 c & 10c to $ 1 .0 0 S to re
ROCKLAND, MAINE

E very -O th er-D a y
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P a g e E ig h t

Elimination of the chill and dampI ness common In basements is ef
Home Builders Now Paying Atten fected easily by lining walls, ceilings
tion To Basem ent And Why Not?
and floors with insulation board. For
est how all of the camp and resort
Continued Prom Page One)
ceilings, the insulation should be
The basement is being stripped of j nailed directly to the lower side of
signs specialize spring water.
tion because one side is hung with
its working clothes and dressed in the floor joints. On the walls, the
famiiv
boards por
should flQOr
be nailed
to furring
long ears of that old fashioned yel- j The Wyman Dam is nearly two new and brighter array for fam
ily, gtrlps
insulation
miles beyond Bingham village, in
low corn, seasoning in the sunshine. !
laid under either linoleum
Moscow, a settlement mildly sugges recreation and enjoyment. Game should
The town of Mercer next, with a tive, with its one-story structures, of rooms are becoming the rule rather or carpeting to remove the danger of
canning factory and saw mill as the j the Western scenes as depicted in our than the exception, and cellar dam p-| children contracting colds by playing
darap P00™' „
,
evident mainstays of its labor supply. motion pictures. But it was Sunday ness, darkness and dirt are giving
To take maximum advantage of
way
to
dry,
bright,
cheery
quarters
natural
and
artificial
illumlnaRoute 2 we are on now, and the j and no cowboys with 10-gallon hats
ponds and brooks are skimmed with dashed down the one street to shoot where youngster.i can lay railroad tion, light colored walls and'ceilings
ice. And nearing Norridgewock we | up the town. The only thing sugges tracks and stack building blocks and are advisable. Cane fiber Insulating
where adults can enjoy such games board such as Celotex, which has a
meet the first out of State onr we j tive of shooting was the drayload of as billiards and ping-pong w ithout; natural tan color, may be left uni cluttering up regular quarters on the finished with pleasing results, or it
have seen in the long journey. It i deer awaiting shipment.
1floors above.
1may be painted in one or more bright
bears a New Hampshire license plate.
It was exceedingly chilly as we
A little careful planning and the colors. This board has the further
An object of much interest cow 13 strode along the top of the dam and , expenditure of a small sum of money advantage of being treated by the
the massive cement bridge, spainning , looked down into the waters of the i are all that usually is necessary to ; perox process to make it highly re
the Kennebec rich in contrast! with big lake which it created. Down the convert a shabby, olul-fashioned cellar sist^nt to dry-rot and the attack of
into a modern basement, and this ■termites, important considerations in
all of the other bridges we have en- I terraced steps, about 200 of them, we ! winter is certainly the ideal time for basements where dampness from
countered, and a striking demoostra- | went to the palatial quarters at the | its construction with material a n d , without might otherwise encourage
tion of what can be manufactured l base of the mammoth cement struc labor costs lower than they have been , these destructive agents.
The recreation room should be
from material such as the Lawrence ; ture. Without looking up from his for many years.
In building such a basement room partitioned off from the remainder ot
Portland Cement Company produces ! desk the man in charge of the office primary consideration must be given, the basement. This can be done easily
at Thomaston.
pushed a button, and on the instant of course, to dryness and warmth. by erecting two-by-fours and nailing
<
insulation board to the side the re
Next is Madison, a prosperous mill a guide appeared to show us the
creation room is on.
town evidently, and here again we are 1works—an extremely courteous young river. It was one of the most exten
Only a small outlay of cash is
reminded that we are traversing the | man who talked in terms of kilowatts, sive caisson jobs ever attempted in needed to build an attractive base
Arnold Highway (although it is else and other electric phrases less under this section but once it was completed ment room. If you decide to create
one, here is the besf plan to follow.
where designated by signs as "Arn standable to us. Said the dam ahd it presented a gigantic wall of solid^ First, decide in a general way what
its
equipment
cost
around
fifteen
old's Trail"). Outstanding among the
reinforced concrete extending to bed you want, then call your local lumber
dealer. He will put you in touch with
town's structures is the large brick million, and if he had said fifty mil rock.
Congregational Church, on whose lion we would still have been credu
There are two distinctive things to a reliable contractor who will gladly
furnish you Avith suggestions and an
steps was gathered a group of Sun lous, so enormous and awe-inspiring see in Maine. One is Cadillac Moun estimate on the cost of the job. The
day School children which was sufli- does the structure appear.
tain, where man has enhanced the added joys a basement recreat'on
The dam has a head of 135 feet, and work of the Creator; the other is room will bring your family will amply
ciently large to encourage any pastor
Crossing a long bridge, over im develops 100.000 horsepower. Work Wyman Dam where man has wrought repay you for the time and money
spent in its construction.
pressive falls, we come to the town began in October, 1928. and before its an exceeding marvel with his own
of Anson, and notice that the river is completion in December 1930 there hands.
The policeman’s son was learning
very high, so high, we soon discover, had been 190.000 cubic yards of rock j Home via Skowhegan, Waterville music.
"How many beats are there to the
that the water is u p to the hubs of excavation, 25,000.000 cubic yards cf and Belfast—noting in Bingham a bar in this piece of music. Dad?”
our automobile wheels for a distance earth fill, and 280,000 cubic yards of mild rival to our Copper Kettle,
"Fancy asking a policeman a quesconcrete work.
of about 200 yards.
known as The Yellow Bowl; in Skow tion like that," said the boy's mother.
The total length of the Wyman hegan the new theatre managed by "If you asked your daddy how many
At North Anson there are rapids
bars there were to the beat he might
which command awesome attention. Dam is 3000 feet, the length of the our Joseph Dondis; a roadside eating have been able to tell you!”—Titearth
section
being
2400
feet.
The
Traveling thus it is interesting to
establishment known as Bow-Wow Bits.
note the wide variety of roadside concrete spillway is 430 feet long. Inn (a hot dog counter in a defunct
signs—and it is worthy of note that The lake created by the dam is 11 street car); in Waterville the active
Knox County highways are not so miles long, its average width* being appearance of the streets due to the
annual boys' conference; in Hinckley
badly cluttered in this respect. One half a mile.
Possibly the most interesting part that wonderful institution known as
eating resort is known as The Corner
of the work was construction of the Good Will Farms; and heading home
Cupboard.
Avoid Kidney Acidity
Numerous trout streams evoke ex 26 caissons which formed the core ward the distant view of the Presi
Thousands suffering and losing en
clamations from Bob, who recalled wall section on that eastern side of dential Range in New Hampshire.
ergy from Getting Up Nights. Backache,
Stiffness. Leg Pains, Nervousness, Acidity
former visits to that section with an  . the Kennebec, Irregular and moun
If you have plodded through this or
Burning, caused by poorly function
tainous.
Here
it
was
necessary
to
dig
other disciple of Izaak Walton—Com
narrative you will agree with our ing Kidneys or Bladder, should usa
Cystex (pronounced Slss-tex) specially
down a; depths more than 128 feet to premise that there was not a thrill in prepared for these troubles Works fast,
mander Carl Snow.
through system In 15 m in
Through Solon we make our way reach the bedrock foundation, under it, but that one may still see things circulating
utes. Only 75c at druggists Guaran
to fix you up or money back on re
toward Bingham, noting with inter air pressure, below the level of the of interest from a motor car window. teed
turn of empty paexage
A CHEERFUL CELLAR

ON THE RO A D TO MOSCOW

-------

Sleep Fine

FREE W IR IN G

I his m ajestic barnyard fow l is having his day— o r did until the relentless headsm an decreed th a t the
guillotine should fall in order th at
the T h an k sg iv in g table of m ankind should be properly graced. Y esterd ay H is N ibs did the gobbling; T hanksgiving D ay the shoe is on
the other claw , and w ith prices u n precedently low tu rk e t w ill be a more comm on fare in many homes than for many years, depression or
no depression. Some say they p re fer chicken, or duck, o r goose— or even dried fish and pork scraps, but ju st now a nation w hich still finds
things fo r w hich to be thankful is paying annual hom age to this partic u lar bird.

S O A P CO N SC IO U S

I wood ashes. The result was a coarse.
' soft soap.
• Kettles Hold Ten Carloads
Some Interesting Facts C o n 
“Although
soap kettles still are in
cerning a C om m odity W e
use in remote regions of this coun
All Use
try. soap making has graduated from
The United States is “soap con the back yards of America to huge
factories employing thousands of
scious.'
men and women and maintaining
If all the soap normally used m hundreds of railway cars in which to
the country in a year were equally haul supplies.
The soot-coverM
distributed, every man, woman, and kettles of colonial days have given
way to huge vats, some of which hold
child would be allotted 25 pounds.
"In colonial times, nearly every ten carloads of soap.
"Despite the growth of the industry,
back yard was a soap factory.” says
a bulletin from the Washington. D. alkali and fats or oils still are the
C. headquarters of the National Geo basic ingredients of soap. Manufac
graphic Society. "When the hardy turers find a sufficient supply of
colonial housewives accumulated alkalies within the borders of the
sufficient fat for a batch of soap, United States, but the demands and
they placed it in a kettle over a fire whims of soap users for soap con
and added lye which they made from taining particular oils, perfumes and
_____

The Feast Finds A Happy
Ending

and wedges of cheese-goodness, it
provides ju st th a t tang which the
feast requires. American, Swiss,
Holiday meals, like great plays, Roquefort, Camembert — you can
Ijould end with reluctance.
get them all in convenient package
Like g re a t books, they should sizes.
Cheese nuggets, simply small
e closed w ith a sigh.
Not a heaped up profusion, a squares of “ Philadelphia” Cream
ist cloying addition of sweet upon cheese, dipped in chopped nutweet, b u t a course that leaves a meats, flanking the tray, lend a
Iquancy on the tongue, and a mel- festive note decidedly in keeping
iw glow in the imagination.
with the season.
The centerpiece for the holiday
Here is a noble last course for
ny fea st— something to be thank- dinner contributes much to its sim
si fo r indeed. Fine cheese, fruit, ple elegance. No more beautiful
one can be found than th at of au
risp crackers, and coffee!
There is a dignity as well as gay- tumn fruits, g reat frosty grapes,
ty, beauty as well as deliciousness rosy apples, tangerines with golden
sweetness, ruddy pears, persim
1 such a service as this.
A kheese tray filled with both mons frost-ripened to an orange
be ruddy and pale-hued, the sharp goodness— all in a generous and
nd mild varieties of the world’s appealing profusion. An assort
west cheeses in an array to satis- ment of nuts in a brown wooden
y every ta s te —is a-fitting climax bowl, with n u t crackers to go
o a holiday meal. Set on its cool round— and demi-tasse service of
re e n bed of galax leaves, inviting steaming coffee complete the arhe epicure with slices, squares. Lrax,
By MARYE DAHNKE

D ir e c t o r o f H o m e E c o n o m ics, K r a f t
C h e e s e I n s tit u te

ether ingredients, has made soap one
of the most international commodities
in the American home.
Many Races Contribute

on a ll ELECTRIC R A N G E S

Dalmatian coast; geranium oil from
Algeria and Reunion Island in the
Indian Ocean; oil of citronella from
Ceylon, Java and the neighborhood of
Singapore; lemon grass oil from the
East Indies; sunflower seed oil from
Russia; and boise de rose oil from
the rosewood trees of Cayenne and
A tlantic O
p a n glinnhes
Brazil. -The
The Atlantic
Ocean
supplies
many tons of menhaden, small, bony
inedible fish which suPPly a soap oil.

“If representatives of every race
which had a part in the production of
American-made soap were called to.. .
. .
gether, they would form a hetero
geneous crowd. They would run the
gamut of color and custom. Pro
ducts of every continent except, per- l
haps. Antarctica, are used by Ameri- i Atlantic and Pacific from the Arctic
can manufacturers; and the islands to the Antarctic.
"While American soap makers still
of the seas and the seas themselves
search the world for new soap-makmake their contributions.
i ing materials, American chemical
"Animal tallow, an old soap mak laboratories are producing synthetic
er's stand-by comes from the slaugh- ,
ingredients. Some of the chemter houses of the United States, but ! icals
. f i used
*
. the laboratories, how
in
vegetable tallow is pressed from the ever. are themselves products of re
seeds of the Muts^ghu tree of South mote regions of the world.”
; Central and Western China. Coconut
I oil which is pressed from the dry
pulp of coconuts (copra) is imported
Old E nglish Saying
i from the Philippines. Nigeria, Bel- j
“What an ado they made about
i gian Congo, and the Dutch East j
Ind^s are sources of palm oil from It,” we hear. An ado is commonly
. the fruit of palm trees, and palm I understood to signify, a "fuss,”
kernel oil. Palm kernels often are whether this is the nature of actual
shipped tp German. English or Neth disturbance, or merely the ph.vchoerlands factories for oil extraction.
logical “fuss" of resentment and
“Spain. Italy. Algeria and Greece hurt feelings. The term doubtless
are the sources of the olive oil used owes its familiarity and its popu
in American soaps. Peanut oil. al- I larity In common speech to the title
though obtained from southern Unit of Shakespeare's play, “Much Ado
ed States, also is imported from , About Nothing.” But the origin of
1China, Africa, India and South : its use In this way goes back a bit
America. For soy bean oil the soap
maker depends upon Manchurian, i further.
Chinese and Japanese supplies; while I It was the old English author,
for cotton seed oil he has to go no Thomas Preston, whose activity is
farther than our cotton-producing dated at about 1561, three years be
fore Shakespeare was born, who
southern States.
first wrote of “making an ado” In
Musk Preserves Soap Perfumes
the first part of his “King Cam"Rosin which is used in the manu byses.”
facture o t laundry soap is another
Incidentally, "ado" Is from the
contribution from our southern
States, but some rosin is imported Middle English "at do,” which was
from, France. Pumice, which became the northern form for “to do.”
an important soap ingredient when
workmen demanded a soap that would
N a tio n a l A nthem
‘cut the dirt' without injuring the
“The Star-Spangled Banner” was
skin, is imported from the Lipari
Islands which lie northwest of the made the national anthem of the
United States by act of congress,
'toe' of Italy.
"Musk makes soap odors last long signed by the President, March 3,
er. Soap makers import vegetable 1931. Prior to this Its only official
musk which is made from the dried recognition occurred nearly a hun
roots of an East Indian plant, as well dred years after It was written,
as animal musk which is taken from I when It was formally ordered to be
small sacks which grow on the abdo- I played In the army and navy on oc
men of the diminutive male musk ' casions of ceremony. Its standing
deer. These animals are found in ) was undisputed In other lands, and
Tibet and in the Atlas Mountains of
whenever America was honored In
northwest Africa
"India, Australia and the West music this air was played.
Indies are the sources of sandalwood i
oil which Is used as a disinfectant in ■
P ersim m o n A m erican F r u it
soap. The fragrant oil of bergamot
The
persimmon is a native fnfit
is pressed from the rind of fresh fruit
of the bergamot tree which thrives [ and grows wild throughout the east
| in Italy and Sicily, while the laven- i ern United States from Connecticut
der plant of France gives up lavender to the Carolinas and westward to
Missouri and Arkansas. The Ameri
' oil.
! "Oil of bav Is produced from the can persimmon is a close relative of
' bark of the bay tree of the Wes: , the Japanese persimmon, or dateIrdies; the Island of Formosa and plum, which came originally from
China are the sources of oil of China. This tree bears a larger and
camphor; while red thyme oil comes much less astringent fruit than the
from an aromatic shrub which grows American species and is more trop
in Spain and in the neighborhood of ical, having been grown success
Beyrouth, Syria.
"Rosemary oil comes to American I fully in southern California.
I soap factories from Spain and the
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O ur new policy of FREE W IR IN G makes it possible

★

for every fam ily regardless of w hether they ow n or
rent their home to have an efficient ELECTRIC RANGE

U n iv ersa l T able Top th e fin e st in
Electric R a n g es

k

A spotless and shining porcelain table
rig h t at hand to save you countless
steps. All the space you need, a big fast
oven, heat controlled w arm ing draw er,
n o n -tarn ish in g C h ro m iu m trim . F u lly
eq u ip p ed w ith E co n o m y C o o k e r,
Clock Sw itch and C ondim ent Set. F in 
ish, Jade G reen and Ivory E nam el.

F --;

8! 1 1
1:

now

F orm erly o v e r $250

W h ite and G ray Porcelain E n 
amel F in ish , A utom atic O ven
T em perature C ontrol, Porcelain
E nam el lined ovens, 3 plates
a n d o v e n , b e a u tif u l m o d e l .
F orm erly

♦189

E le c t r ic it y fo r C o o k in g
C o a l fo r H e a t in g

FREE WIRING
’5 0

C om pact, fits well in the m odern
kitchen and m eets a dem and for
efficient, econom ical, electric cook
ery, at the same tim e providing heat
w hen needed. B uilt-in heater burns
eith er coal, w ood or coke. Equipped
w ith brass coils for furnishing hot
w ater. Full P orcelain Enam el in
G reen and Ivory finish. C hrom ium
trim . F o u r plates, full standard size;
2-lid L ift T o p F ireb o x .
F orm erly o v e r $300 . . .

HOW $

Plumbing and Chinjney connections extra

’95

•vrr>M9now on|y

O u r n ew policy, FREE wiring ,
sa v e s y o u fo rm e r in s ta lla tio n
charges of as much as $50. N o w
w hen y o u purchase an electric
range y o u m erely pay for th e
range itself. E ven though you re n t
y our h o m e it is now practical for
you to h av e an electric range for
this n e w policy does aw ay w ith
installation charges-

50
~

U te O u r

See Your
Local Dealer

or

CENT
POW E
.Ma •

IN E

BUDGET PLAN
Small D o w n P a y m e n t
Balance M o n th ly

OMPANY
-:.t>

